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Frontispiece: the calligraphy in Sino-Vietnamese

characters (N6m) by Ven Thich Huyen-Vi reads:

"[In Emptiness there is] no form

or sound, smell or taste,

objects of touch or

mental processes; no realm

of sense organs, [sense

objects] or consciousness!'

The seals engraved by Ven. Bhikkhu Dhamma-
viro, Thailand, convey the same meaning as the

calligraphy.

SAMANA SUTTA

(Anguttara Nikaya, Tikanipata, sutta 81)

Bhikkhus, there are these three obligations of a recluse. What

three? Undertaking the training in the higher virtue,

undertaking the training in the higher mind, undertaking the

training in the higher wisdom. These are the three obligations

of a recluse. Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves

thus- 'Eager will be our desire to undertake the training in the

higher virtue ... in the higher mind ... in the higher wisdom.

In this manner, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves.

Suppose, bhikkhus, a donkey follows close behind a herd of

cows, thinking, Tm a cow too! I'm a cow too!' But his

appearance is not like that of cows, his voice ... his hoof is not

like that of cows. He just follows close behind a herd of cows,

thinking, Tm a cow too! I'm a cow too!' In the same way

there may be some bhikkhu here who follows close behind the

Order of bhikkhus, thinking, Tm a bhikkhu too! I'm a bhikkhu

too*' But he does not have the desire to undertake the training

in the higher virtue as the other bhikkhus have. He does not

have the desire to undertake the training in the higher mind .

.

in the higher wisdom as the other bhikkhus have. He just

follows close behind the Order of bhikkhus, thinking, Im a

bhikkhu too! I'm a bhikkhu too!'

Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves thus :

'Eager will be our desire to undertake the training in the higher

virtue ... in the higher mind ... in the higher wisdom. In

this manner, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves.

Translated by John D. Ireland
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THE HERMAPHRODITE IN EARLY BUDDHISM

Carl Olson

Like the ancient Greeks, the early Buddhist community held a

negative attitude towards hermaphrodites, who were referred to

as ubhatovyanjanka (i.e. having the characteristics of both

sexes). There were, according to the Buddhists, three types of

hermaphrodites : human, non-human and animal 1

. To refer to a

normal human being as a hermaphrodite was to use the term in

a vituperative manner2
. Although the Greeks liquidated bisexual

individuals, there is no evidence of this occurring among the

early Buddhists, even though they held a very low opinion of

them.

This negative attitude on the part of the early Buddhists

towards hermaphrodites is reflected in the ordination of women.

It is reported that at one time women to be ordained were not

questioned about their sexual characteristics. This practice was

relayed to the Buddha who said that it is permissible to question

a woman intent on ordination about twenty-four things that are

stumbling-blocks. An important question was whether or not

one was a hermaphrodite3
.

If a monk resolves to follow a path leading to

paccekabodhU there are certain pre-conditions that are

necessary. The aspiring Paccekabuddha ('solitary Buddha') must

1 The Book of the Discipline I (Suttavibhahga), PTS 1970, 1.91

2 Ibid., 3.3.1.

3 Ibid., V (Cullavagga), . 1963, 10.17.17.
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be a human being, possess the male sex, must have the

destruction of evil influences in view, act meritoriously, and

possess the proper desire. The Commentary to the text explains

that possessing the male sex excludes women, those without sex

and hermaphrodites4
. In fact, a hermaphrodite can never

understand the Dhamma even if it diligently practises it
5

.

There were other important restrictions on a hermaphrodite.

It has been noted that a hermaphrodite should not be ordained.

If one has been ordained, it should be expelled from the Order6
,

whilst a hermaphrodite can never be restored to it
7

.

Furthermore, the Patimokkha is not to be recited in the

presence of a hermaphrodite8
.

The unfortunate condition of being a hermaphrodite is

conceived to be a punishment for previous wrongs. An
individual named Isidasl was born, for example, as a

hermaphrodite to a slave woman. V

I came to birth, child of a

household slave, neither of woman nor of man my sex"
9

. This

dreaded condition was due to its adulterous conduct in a

previous life. How can this negative attitude towards

hermaphrodites be explained in early Buddhism?

4 Ria Kloppenborg cites the Sutta-Nipata Commentary in The

Paccekabuddha. A Buddhist Ascetic, Leiden 1974, r.? r
.

5 Milinda's Questions. 2 vols, PTS 1969, 310.

6 The Book of the Discipline IV (Mahavagga), 1962, 68.

7 Ibid., 136.

8 Ibid.

9 Psalms of Ike Early Buddhists II, PTS 1964, 442.
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This attitude appears to be related to at least ^*£f
the revulsion towards an unnatural occurrence in nature the

inerally low opinion of women in Indian culture; and the

CnSice of celibacy. To be born a ^aphrodite^was

contrary to the accepted cosmic order of things. It was an

abe aL from the human perspective. This is somewhat odd

because there are numerous androgynous creation stones in the

n an religious tradition. This attitude is not rare however i

one takes into consign.he^^^^£
religious tradition of India, the ureeKs tucany ^

t t°e o androgyny as symbolising totality, wholeness and

perfect on The physical manifestation of a hermaphrodite,

Towev r was greetJ with horror-. Buddhists believed that the

hTmlphrodJwas not truly human, and oniy human beings a e

capable of attaining enlightenment. Except for those^who h d

attained motherhood, women were held -in low _es eem^they

were also a source of dangerous temptation and subsequent

Tt hment. Besides possibly producing a **tu««ojta and

offspring, sexual intercourse only multiplied ones *™&J
monk must hold himself aloof from the 'vulgar practice of sex

_

These three attitudes appear to have .nfluenced the early

Buddhists' low esteem of hermaphrodites.

Dr Carl Olson,

Allegheny College,

Meadville, Penn., USA

,0 Maria Mcour, Hermaphrodite.- Myths and Rites of the Bismol Figure

in Classical Antiquity, tr. Jennifer Nicholson. London 1961.

11 Dialogues of the Buddha 1, PTS 1969, 4.



LOVE AND DEVOTION IN BUDDHISM

Karel Werner

When referring to bhakti we normally have in mind a religious

phenomenon which is peculiar to certain theistic movements

within the Hindu tradition. In the highest form of bhakti the

personal relationship between the devotee and the divine

personage he worships becomes so intense that its experience

amounts to the total obliteration of his personal identity. He

becomes one with the deity in a blissful union which may

sometimes be temporary in this life, but is expected to become

absolute in eternity. This experience of unification is often

referred to, in the literature of mysticism, in terms of a perfect

sexual union between lovers who may achieve, in their ecstatic

embrace, a kind of temporary obliteration of their separate

individualities and thus, in a brief moment, get a foretaste of

the ultimate oneness. The ontological nature of this union is, of

course, another matter.

The obvious similarity between the mythological and

poetical expressions of this phenomenon in religious writings of

different theistic traditions has made it possible to compare

Hindu bhakti movements with certain trends in Christian

mysticism and even in Islamic Sufism. But can one find them

in Buddhism as well? Is there such a thing as bhakti in

Buddhism?

Much has been written and heard about Buddhism as being

a non-theistic, if not an atheistic, religion. It would therefore

seem that in the absence of the concept or the image of the

highest deity there cannot be a relationship of love in Buddhism
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as an aid or means to the goal of salvation. Yet the concepts of
love and devotion are certainly most important in Buddhism
both in the doctrinal context and in Buddhist practice - in the
system of mind training or meditation and in the layman's
outlook and observance.

The most frequently used expression for love in the context
of Buddhist theory and practice is the Pali term metta which is

usually translated a„ loving-kindness but, as we shall see, it

designates only one particular aspect of a more complex mental
conglomerate of higher feelings or spiritual emotions. For
devotion there is the same expression in Pali Buddhism as in

Sanskrit-based Hindu sources, namely bhatti, but it has never
acquired as high a prominence as bhakti did in Hinduism. And
it can also mean belief or attachment and there are other
expressions which can be translated as devotion and are used in

that sense.

I will deal with the concept of devotion first.

At the time when the Buddha started his teaching mission
the Brahmanic system had not yet developed the
bhakti phenomenon into a specific religious path as found in

later Hinduism. However, there are some indications of a
ertain kind of bhakti approach in the Upanisads, particularly in

Svetasvatara, while the attitude of bhakti in the sense of close

emotional ties between the devotee and the deity was clearly
already present, at least in the context of worship, in the early

Vedic system.

The Buddha, upon reaching enlightenment, clearly did not
set himself up as a deity, although it would not have been

Buddhist Studies Review 9, 1 (1992) - Werner

impossible for him to do so. When he was once approached by

the brahmin Dona who had seen unusual signs in his footprints,

he was asked by him whether he was a god (deva\ a ghost

(gandhabba) or a lower deity (yakkhal since he obviously could

not be a mere man, and he answered that he, indeed, was not a

man, but a buddha, a being far above all those beings

mentioned, because he had overcome all asavas, even those by

which one would be born as a god (A IV 36; PTS II, pp.37-9).

We may have here, in this episode, an indication of the

then existing belief that gods appeared among people. That

could happen either in a direct encounter, a view attested from

the Vedas, or in the form of an incarnation, a doctrine fully

elaborated in later times which was possibly already in the

making around the time of the Buddha or soon after. The

evidence for the incarnation teaching are the Epics, particularly

the fully spelled-out doctrine on periodic divine incarnations in

the Bhagavadglta proclaimed there by Krsna, who thereafter

became the main centre of the Hindu bhakti cult

In the long run the Buddha did not escape this process of

inclusion among the deities of the Hindu tradition and came to

be regarded as the ninth incarnation of Visnu in some Puranas,

although he was not made into an object of bhakti-type worship.

In the incident referred to above he, of course, gave a negative

answer to the brahmin's question as to whether he was a god

and therefore to belong to an entirely different category of

being not specifically known from Vedic-Brahmanic sources,

although not quite unheard of outside the mainstream of the
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Vedic tradition 1

.

However, when he joined, as a mature man, the hosts of
ascetic renunciates and homeless wanderers then living in the
forests and roaming the plains of India, he followed a trend or
tradition of independent truth-seekers which went back to early
Vedic times and is testified to, in the Vedas themselves, by a
portrait of a long-haired wanderer, probably an outsider to the
mainstream Vedic tradition, who claimed to have joined the
ranks of the immortals2

. The slightly older Vardhamana
Mahavlra, the originator of Jainism, came from the same
background tradition which had also many other branches,
schools of thought and groupings of which we know much less

than about Buddhism and Jainism.

An important early component, if not the main body and
source, of the later non-orthodox philosophical and religious or
spiritual movements, was the Vratya tradition centred in
Magadha from where most of the later non-orthodox

1 The Pali Buddhist sources themselves, however, also ascribe the knowledge

of the phenomenon of buddhas appearing from time to time to the

representatives of the mainstream Brahmanic establishment, as in the case of

the brahmin Sela in M 92 who, having learned from the ascetic Keniya that

he had invited the Buddha and his disciples to have a meal with him, asks

three times : 'Buddha did you say?' And pondering by himself 'Seldom is the

word buddha heard in the world', proceeds to visit the Buddha. After a

conversation with him, he becomes his disciple.

2 See my article 'The Longhaired Sage of RV 10, 136 : a Shaman, a Mystic

or a Yogi?', The Yogi and the Mystic. Studies in Indian and Comparative

Mysticism (Durham Indological Series 1), Curzon Press, London 1989, pp.33-53.

8
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movements emerged3
. When the mainstream Vedic tradition

spread from its Saptasindhu home territory to the East into

Magadha, the Vratya tradition was absorbed by it and its lore

was codified in a brahmanised form as the fourth or Atharva

Veda, influencing much of the post-hymnic Vedic and

Upanisadic thought.

The point is, however, that the phenomenon of renunciates,

holy wanderers and ascetics was, at the time when the Buddha

was beginning his mission, well-established and respected and

due reverence was shown to those who impressed people with

their teachings, behaviour or just their appearance. This attitude

was based on the generally accepted theory or widespread beliel

that support and reverence extended towards ascetics and

homeless wanderers engaged in the pursuit of truth and

salvation enhanced the supporter's own chances of reaching

favourable conditions for embarking on a path towards his own

salvation or at least of gaining merit which would secure for

him a better future life. In some cases a belief in vicarious

salvation, that means in the possibility of being saved by an

accomplished master to whom one has gone for refuge, may

also have been present.

So the Buddha, or rather the former prince Siddhattha,

would have found himself to be an object of a certain degree of

respect the moment he joined the ranks of the wandering

fraternity and became 'the ascetic Gotama'. This respect would

turn into a deeper form of reverence once he became the

3 Cf. J. W. Hauer, Das Vratya.

nicht-brahmanische Religion Alt-Indiens. Stuttgart 1927.

Untersuchungen uber die
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Buddha and displayed whatever signs of his achievement may
have been noticeable on him and were actually in some way
perceived by others.

It did not work always and with everybody, though,

especially in encounters with his fellow renunciates, because

they often had definite preconceived ideas about the final

achievement and how it shaped the behaviour and appearance

of the one who strove for it or even the one who had actually

achieved it. Even his first encounter with a wandering ascetic

named Upaka, when the newly enlightened Buddha was on his

way to Sarnath, ended with Upaka's failure to recognise the

Buddha's status. He said to him: 'Your faculties are serene,

friend; the colour of your skin is clear and bright. Under whom
have you gone forth? Who is your teacher? Whose teaching do

you confess?' The Buddha proclaimed to him his status, adding

that he himself was an accomplished teacher about to start his

mission, but Upaka shook his head in disbelief, politely saying

'May it be so, friend,' and departed4
.

This is also well illustrated by what followed afterwards, as

narrated in the same sources, when he reached Sarnath. There

he approached the five ascetics who had been his companions

when, prior to his enlightenment, he was practising extreme

austerities which they regarded as the main or essential part of

the practice aimed at the final solution. When he found,

however, that severe austerities did not enhance the chances of

his reaching the goal and gave them up as unprofitable, the five

ascetics turned away from him disappointed. It now took

4 Mhv 1; see Nanamoli, The Life of the Buddha, BPS, Kandy 1972, p.40.

10
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considerable effort on his part to make them listen to him as he

was trying to expound to them his newly-found teaching in

Irder to help them on their way to the goal by delivering to

diem his very first discourse about the method of the middle

wav' between the extremes of thoughtless practice of severe

austerities and thoughtless overindulgence in sensory

enjoyments, namely the well known Dhammacakkappavattana

Sutta (S V XII [LVfl 2; Mhv I).

An early example of how it worked is the reverence which

the sight of the Buddha inspired in two merchant travellers,

Taoussa and Bhalluka, who happened to be passing nearby as

the Buddha was sitting under a tree, still in the vicinity of the

place where he had reached enlightenment a week or two

before They offered him a meal of rice and honey and asked

to be accepted as his followers for life
5

. No doubt they hoped,

as the text suggests, for great benefit in their present and future

lives as a result of their offering and possibly also for

enhancement in their prospect of salvation at some future date.

This episode is also highly significant as scriptural evidence

of great importance which testifies from within the early

Buddhist tradition that the Buddha had established the lay

community of his followers (upasakas) even before he caused

the community of his mendicant followers or monks (bhikkhus)

to come into being in the wake of his first discourse delivered

to the five ascetics at Sarnath.

Two important developments followed from the encounter

5 Mhv 1; cf. Nanamoli, op. cit., p.34.

11
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of the two merchants with the Buddha. According to the
tradition recorded in later non-canonical texts, the merchants
were presented by the Buddha with a few hairs from his head.
The Burmese tradition has it that the merchants came from a
place later to become the city of Rangoon to which they
brought their treasure. Believed to have been enshrined in what
is, after several embellishments over the centuries, now known
as the Shwe Dagon Pagoda, the hairs became a focus of
devotional observance and have remained so till the present day,
although their worship has become somewhat mixed up with
the wider phenomenon of the Buddhist worship of the stupa as
the symbol of the Buddha's Parinibbana.

It is, of course, difficult to establish whether the ordinary
Buddhist worshipper appreciates such a subtle distinction. It can
be argued that the object of his veneration in the stupa worship
is the person of the Buddha anyway. There is scriptural
evidence (D 16) for the belief that the original eight stupas
contained relics of the burnt body of the Buddha. In Asoka's
time some of them were further divided and distributed in India
and even sent abroad with Buddhist missions. This practice of
donating minute portions of the relics of the Buddha to be
enshrined in newly-erected stupas for worship in places where
Buddhism has established itself still goes on. And even if it is

obvious that many stupas cannot and do not contain authentic
relics, they still represent, to the mind of the ordinary
worshipper, the visible presence of the person of the Buddha
whose actual nibbanic nature is beyond his grasp. This is best
illustrated by the Nepalese practice to paint the eyes of the
Buddha at the top of the stupa. Thus the devotional link of the
Buddhist follower to the person of the Buddha is

well-established.

The second development from the encounter of the Buddha

with his first followers concerns the refuge formula and its place

in Buddhist observance.

The Vinaya account of this encounter puts into the mouth

of the merchants the traditional Buddhist refuge formula in a

shorter form: 'We go for refuge to the Buddha and to the

Dhamma ' The text adds that since they were the first

followers in the world, they took only two refuges. This was

soon to be remedied. When the five ascetics in Sarnath were

converted by the Buddha's first discourse and became his first

renunciate followers, the visible community or the order ot

monks (bhikkhusangha) was thereby established. This was then

very soon followed by the establishment of the true, though

invisible, community of saints or noble disciples (ariya savakas)

as they either became arahants or gained at least one of the

three lower stages of sanctity, beginning with stream-entry

(sotapati). The Sangha which is represented in the third

member of the refuge formula is not, to be precise, the visible,

yellow-robed order of monks, that is the bhikkhusangha, but the

savakasangha or the invisible community of noble disciples of

the Buddha, a savaka being by definition always an ariya

sdvaka or a saint (M 7; PTS I, p.37). He may or may not be a

monk or a member of the visible sangha, as in the course of

time some lay followers of the Buddha reached sanctity, while

many monks did not and thus remained, strictly speaking, in the

ranks of mere 'worldlings' (puthuj janas) despite the

paraphernalia of the yellow robe. Of course, as renunciate

followers of the Buddha they do deserve reverence, but they are

not the true spiritual refuge for the laity, even if in practice it is

sometimes, inconsistently, the visible community of monks

(bhikkhusangha) which is thought of as the third member in the

12 13
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refuge formula6
.

The impression one gets from the Pali texts is that going
for refuge to a being of a higher order was an established
religious practice at the time of the Buddha and therefore not of
Buddhist making. But it seems to have been assimilated into
Buddhism from the very beginning. In Hinduism it is still
common to regard deities, and particularly one's chosen deity
(ista devatd\ as a refuge, although it does not appear to have
such a formalised function as in Buddhism.

In Buddhism the taking of refuge in the Buddha, Dhamma
and Sangha, the 'triple refuge' (tisarana), besides being a
proclamation of a follower's religious allegiance, developed
further into a fully-fledged act of worship of what soon became
known as the Three Jewels or the Triple Gem (ratanattaya)
Thus we have already in Pali Buddhism a veritable Buddhist
trinity of supramundane character worthy of all the devotion a
follower is capable of mustering.

The importance of this phenomenon of a supramundane
trinity as a focus of worship and hope in Buddhist belief and
practice is not diminished by the fact that most monks and
those lay followers who are sufficiently aim-conscious in the
sense of being genuinely involved in the individual pursuit of
Nibbana, as well as those who stress the rationality of Buddhist
doctrine and practice, tend to play down or explain away this

6 Cf. the article by Walpola Rahula, The Problem of the Prospect of the
Sangha in the West', in his book Zen and the Taming of the Bull, London
1978, pp.55-67.

14
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feature of devotional Buddhist practice. Thus the well-known

Buddhist scholar-monk of German origin who lives near Kandy

in Sri Lanka, Nyanaponika Thera, virtually denies any

existential status to the trinity of refuges and interprets it as if

it were only a psychological device which helps the follower in

his effort to realise the goal or make progress on the path to it:

The Triple Gem has objective existence as an impersonal

idea or ideal as long as it is known and cherished. Even

in that mode it is doubtlessly a persisting and active

source of benefit for the world. But it is transformed

from an impersonal idea to a personal refuge only to the

extent that it is realized in one's own mind and

manifested in one's own life. Therefore, the existence of

the Triple Gem in its characteristic nature as a refuge

cannot be proved to others. Each must find this refuge

in himself by his own efforts. The refuge becomes and

grows by the process of going to it'
7

.

This is hardly the understanding of the average Buddhist

pilgrim who prostrates himself and lays lotus flowers at the feet

of the statue of the Buddha in Polonnaruwa or circumambulates

a stupa in Anuradhapura, while reciting the praises of the Triple

Gem in the extended form. Rather he has a strong sense of the

presence of the supramundane reality of the Triple Gem or a

full belief in its hidden existence and expects definite results

r

7 The Vision of Dhamma, Buddhist Writings of Nyanaponika Thera, ed.

Bhikkhu Bodhi, London 1986, article The Threefold Refuge', p.l7L An

expanded version of this piece was originally published as The Wheel' No.76

(BPS, Kandy 1965).

15
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from his act of worship and devotion, either in terms of a
future possibility of reaching Nibbana or of karmic rewards in

this and subsequent lives, or both.

Of the Three Jewels it is the person of the Buddha which
inspires the deepest devotion and has done so from the very
start of the Buddha's mission even among his monks. The
Buddha himself did net encourage ostentatious acts of devotion
towards his own person, but he did insist on certain external
forms of reverence towards himself, for example when being
addressed. This happened already at the very start of his
mission when he approached the five ascetics, his former
companions from the time before his enlightenment when he
practised severe austerities. They addressed him as
avuso Gotamo, dvuso meaning 'friend' or 'brother'. It was a

polite way of address used by wandering ascetics to each other
and that is how the Buddha was addressed also by the wanderer
Upaka referred to above even after he had revealed his

newly-acquired status to him, because Upaka did not, at the
time, give his credence to the Buddha's claim.

But now, in the case of the five ascetics, the Buddha,
anticipating their conversion and the founding of the order of
his followers, rebuked them, saying: 'Bhikkhus, do not address a
Perfect One by name and as "friend": a Perfect One is

accomplished and fully enlightened'. Later on when they
became more impressed by the way in which the Buddha
insisted that he was bringing them a liberating message, they
resorted to the reverential address 'Bhante', meaning 'venerable'

or reverend', often translated as 'Lord*
8

.

However, despite his general attitude of d^aging

ostentatious reverence towards himself, the Buddha did on

Sons, allow some of his followers or visitors to go eve .

far as prostrating themselves before him and did not restrain

him When he was once approached by King Pasenadi he

even
' allowed him to kiss and stroke his feet and only asked

rTfo the reason of his display of such affection, whereupon

ST king started enumerating the excellent qualities of the

Buddha (M 89; PTS II, pp. 120f •)• On another occasion the one

hundred and twenty year-old brahmin Brahmayu, famous for his^X^l overwhelmed by the^™™«
his questions that he stood up and also kissed and swkcdte

feet The Buddha asked him to sit down again, as your hear

tita) has been gladdened by me', and instructed him in his ful

e h ng Brahmayu then became his follower and^ when h

passed away not long after, the Buddha said that he had died a

non-returner (anagdmi - M 91; PTS II, pp.144-6)

.

The Buddha always gave his best instructions on his

teaching and about the way to liberation^^^^
listened citta was uplifted and gladdened and thereby made

receptive. He tolerated displays of high reverence towards

8 See Nanamoli, op. tiU P-4L

9 Cf other stories in which visitors Co the Buddha, overcome by h»

willingness to answer questions and by the wisdom of his replies place therr

heads at his fee,, e.g. .he wanderer Sabhiya. Sn ,1. * PTS p.101, who later

became an arahant. Cf. further the story of Sela and hi, 300 followers, S„ II!

7; PTS pill and also of the brahmin Ajita, Sn V, Prologue; PTS p.196.
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himself when they were an outpouring from the uplifted citta,

because the tendencies and inclinations and other contents

harboured by citta determine the future course of action, the

volition or decision-making (cetana) of the individual. That can
then go in two directions: either it can enhance his resolve for

and thereby his chances of reaching the goal of liberation or it

could have wholesome karmic consequences for him in his

future lives, or both. And that is precisely what the Buddhist

worshippers at the feet of a statue of the Buddha expect even
today, even if the thought of reaching liberation may be only

very vaguely present in their minds and although they may
often have a rather worldly notion of what would constitute

wholesome karmic consequences for them. Ordinary
worshippers today may, of course, expect to obtain their reward
as a direct result of their reverential action, while in the specific

instances when the Buddha allowed such acts it was because he

saw that it would help to concentrate the mind of the particular

person on the task at hand, namely to follow, by his own
resolve, the specific instructions he had just given him or was
about to give him. Yet there is also, in some pronouncements
of the Buddha, a certain element of identification of his person

with the goal or the way to it as expressed in the famous
proclamation 'Who sees me sees the Dhamma and who sees the

Dhamma sees me' (S XXII 87,13; PTS III, p.120). Therefore, total

concentration of the heart on the Buddha, which is what
devotion and reverence directed towards him is about, may
indeed be seen as having the effect of being drawn nearer the

e0al'° The outward expression of that devotion m the act of

n^ tration would then be naturally replaced at other times by

Sowing rTadmonitions and instructions, in other words by

theTrnitation of the Buddha in order to become l,ke him in

achievement.

This effect of concentrating on the Buddha found its full

nrac ical application also in the systematised methodology of

Si meditation as one of the forty objects of coition,

f; s Sown as the RecoHec.ion of the BuddhaJ«—
and since the Buddha is one of the Three Jewels, the. e

is .urtne

the mutational Recollection of the Dhamma and also, of

course, of the Sangha (Vism, Ch.VII).

Thus there can be no doubt that deep devotion or

7, - a «,-:* ir R^ddhisrp r.r\d tnat it had its

bkakti bftatn does exist in Buacu^i- ...

'
_, :.„ ^ o^i ec* <lpvS T t has not tal^n the 101m ol an

fv»r"jn*11P^R id is, rife Se?.i iiwCV; ^a J
L
- *

overwhelming pa&MoncUv, oj»— ».«..
.ww n-^-nt overtly or symbolically, as it uid in

overtones, whether p^s^m ovciuj j ..

j ur-«/.i hbnirti fpf^c or movements, out it

some medieval Hincu bhaka ^c„. ^ >

„ „ *~t»i rwpr onai involvement wnicn
nevertheless ^i^eu^ * <.-**

f rti^«^-'= hpart

fully engages -e smutioiuu ^uict. c, -^
albeit in a refined form. It certainly cannot oe J^ ocd

_

a a

rational or intellectual mental process; mmer n prooably shoua

be looked unon as a kind of sublimation or rating of Jie

amotion onto a higher plane, m * wO *-* -W -

accordance witn its aup» ardti^iai at- w
, , -

, . . ,.- . -^ v~-- in^- «*c the inion or the 5ft3£fa wnti
goal is its ultimate ouje^t, jus^ ^ ..uc u..

e

10 This can b,i compaieo with Sankar.s .n^.w b

exclusive concentration on the goal as brought out by Hirst.
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his beloved chosen deity also represents for him the ultimate

goal of salvation.

.

There seems to be, however, a substantial difference

between the Hindu bhakti and the Buddhist bhatti in that the

former, besides involving total devotion, includes also love. And
not only love of the devotee for his deity, but also the deity's

love for the devotee. Does the Buddhist experience of

bhatti include this element of love, too?

It would be rather presumptuous to assume that the intense

personal devotion which some followers of the Buddha, both

among the monks and within the laity, sometimes displayed

towards him would be totally devoid of the feeling of love

towards the Buddha as a person despite the obvious
impersonality of his teaching and the supposed impersonality of

the Nibbanic goal.

This feeling found a particularly strong expression at the

time of the Buddha's death, as described in the Mahaparinibbana

Sutta (D 16) and related texts, when some monks, including the

Buddha's personal attendant Ananda, wept and lamented;

although the reason given by them was not fully explicit of that

feeling, but referred to the fact that they had not yet reached

the final goal towards which they were guided by him. Ananda
is reported to have given vent to his feelings thus: 'Alas! I am
still a pupil with yet much to be done, and my Master will be

Buddhist Studies Review 9, 1 (1992) - Werner

passing utterly away, he who was kind to me!'
11

There were, however, many arahants and accomplished

teachers of the doctrine and practice in the retinue of the

Buddha at the time of his death who were fully able to help

those among the flock who still needed assistance in order to

attain arahantship. Therefore, the reason given cannot be

regarded as adequately reflecting their frame of mind. Besides,

in the case of Ananda, it was reported soon after the Buddha s

death that he managed to accomplish the task and became one

of the arahants. And so it may well be that the very absence of

his beloved master spurred him on to increase his efforts in

order to overcome the lamented separation and reach the

Nibbanic plane of experience which all the enlightened ones

share. Can this not be construed as the equivalent of a bhakxa s

effort to reach union with his ista devatal

Of course the early Buddhist sources, and particularly all

the Theravada ones, carefully avoid any reference to the

Nibbanic conditions of a departed arahant and the impression

given by the latter, first implicitly and in later commentaries

explicitly, is that there are no persons left when Panmbbana is

reached and so there is no companionship of the enlightened

and liberated ones in the ultimate context. However, this point

is highly debatable even on the basis of the early Pah sources,

while some later Buddhist sources, especially the Mahayana ones,

11 F. L. Woodward, Some Sayings of the Buddha, London, repr. 1960, p,349.
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present us with quite a different picture 12
beings

The same can be said also about contemporary Buddhism in

the Theravada countries, even though the monks will not usually

discuss the matter. But although to the ordinary worshipper the

Buddha may be inaccessible in his Parinibbanic state - except by

proxy, as it were, through his images - he certainly is not

non-existent to them; that means that they believe that he still

does persist in some mysterious way which is, of course, beyond

their comprehension.

I do not think that there can be any doubt even with

respect to the direct disciples of the Buddha that there was a

strong element of persona! love feit by them for him as their
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to ike Doctrine of the Soul', JRA3

become

'friendliness' or, on some occasions,

writers usually prefer 'loving-kmdness

.

However metta, as already mentioned, "*^*^™
k ?nm of four in the Buddhist scheme of higher or

member out of four in ^ compasslon,

spiritualised emotions, ^e second ^ ^
thCrr^^^^ aChieVemem ^

"acapacity to feel py over K
.

hi misf rtune, and

one can ^~^^^ f̂ hat equanimity comes

last is up***** or^^.
t ,chievement in the process of

last and is yarded as the highes ah eve ^^ ^
the development of to

; ^^^ when they are refined

basic Buddhist attitude to emotions e> -n ^ ^
or spiritualised. One must^JJ^J^ preserved so

can be led astray. *^ « k ,
wisdom

that room is left for k"^ as a backgroUnd feeling,

*^!TQK^y£^^ compassionate or

even while one i My ^o
.

§ ^ prerequisite

sympathetically joyous acts oi p^i f
ct t0 the

of further progress and a necessity with respect

achievement of the final goal.

, • .• „r thPQP four 'divine states of mind' is an

The cultivation of these tour cava

i „ „f R.^rlhist nractice aimed at the final goai ui

integral part of Buddhist praw

liberation and is therefore included in ome form_ana

degree, which may differ considerably from case to case,
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regular efforts of every follower with the objective of making
them into a permanent framework of the mind and thereby into
an ever-present platform for one's actions.

But apart from that, the meditative development of the four
'divine states' represents also a meditational technique leading to
the attainment of the four concrete absorptions or riipa
jhanas as a form o' the highest unification of the mind called
samadhi. The standard way of describing this meditational
technique in the Pali Canon (e.g. in D 13) goes like this :

'Here, monks, a disciple dwells pervading one direction
with his heart filled with loving-kindness, likewise the
second, the third, and the fourth direction; so above,
below and around; he dwells pervading the entire world
everywhere and equally with his heart filled with
loving-kindness, abundant, grown great, measureless, free
from enmity and free from distress'13 .

Then follow identical passages on the three other states of mind.
Later commentarial literature and the Visuddhimagga elaborate
at great length the methodology of this spatial diffusion of love
and the other three feelings. After permeating with it the
whole earth, one should go on also to other worlds and planes
of existence, both superhuman and subhuman, according to
Buddhist cosmology which includes thirty~one dimensions of
existence in three main subdivisions. When the fourth feeling,
equanimity, is thus perfected and made universal so that the
fourth jhana is reached, the mind has a firm platform to take

13 Bhikkhu Bodhi, op. dr., pp.188-9.

the final step towards Nibbanic liberation.

This method of meditational diffusion already presupposes a

considerable degree of experience and ability to call into one s

mTnd and send out even the first feeling, that of metta let alone

£e subsequent ones. So there is the device of gradual

development of metta, referred to above, by first making

oneself into its object and proceeding next to ones nearest

relatives and then friends. A monk who has given up family

ties and involvements in worldly friendships would quite

naturally turn first to his teacher or preceptor. Of course lay

Buddhists also often have personal teachers for whom they feel

special affection. However, as the principle of having a

personal guru on the path has never become as strong in

Buddhism, especially of the Theravada variety, as it is in the

Hindu tradition, many earnestly practising Buddhists regard the

Buddha himself as their teacher, as if they were his direct

disciples as were those who lived during his lifetime, and they

develop a strong affection for him.

This feature of the presence of affection for the Buddha in

the mind of the meditator then permeates also his universal

radiation of the brahmaviharas. Since the Buddha is, in

Buddhist understanding, a transcendental being who far exceeds

by his status even the highest deities of Hinduism, the effect of

a follower's meditationally developed affection for him may not

be very different from that experienced by a bhakta towards his

god. In either case, it is important to bear in mind, the true

aim is the enhancement and accomplishment of salvation or

liberation. The main difference is that, unlike m most of the

Hindu bhakti movements, there is, in the Buddhist context, no

trace in this practice of the erotic, let alone sexual, element, at
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least in the earlier schools; in Tantric Buddhism, the story is of
course, rather different and complicated.

However, there is one more point to be considered. In

m£o^ ^ ^ HlndUiSm
'

aS m aH theistic ^sticaI

n S f
e 1S

" tW°"Way traffic of love
-
How doesBuddhism stand up to this point?

sfnJ!!

e anT 'V ^ WdL Again We can sta" wi^ the

Unlrin, t? ^^ en,i^™nt when he was still
Jngcring in the vicjmty of the tree under which it took placeThe story, somewhat mythologically embellished, goes as follows:*

'Now while the Blessed One was alone in retreat this
thought arose in him; 'This truth that I have attained to
js profound and hard to see, hard to discover
beyond the sphere of thinking, subtle, only for the wise
to penetrate. But this world of men relies on
attachment, takes pleasure and relishes in attachment
It is a hard task for them to grasp the truth. And if I
were to teach the truth, others would not understand me
and that would be wearying and troublesome for me " '

•
Considering thus, his mind favoured inaction Then

it occurred to Brahma Sahampati, who became aware in
his mind of the thought in the Blessed One's mind 'The
world will, be lost . . . for the mind of the Perfect One
accomplished and fully enlightened, favours inaction and
not teaching the truth".

Then Brahma Sahampati . . . appeared before the
Blessed One.

. . [and after greeting liimj said : "Lord let
the Blessed One teach the truth. . . There are beings with

little dust on their eyes who are wasting through not

hearing the truth. Some of them will gain final

knowledge of the truth. .
.". The Blessed One listened to

Brahma Sahampati's pleading. Out of compassion for

beings he surveyed the world with the eye of an

Enlightened One. . . [And] he saw beings with little dust

on their eyes and with much dust on their eyes, with

keen faculties and dull faculties, with good qualities and

bad qualities, easy to teach and hard to teach. . .

n4
.

And so he decided to start his mission which was to last for

forty-five years.

The key words, stressed by me in the quotation, are :
out

of compassion. What reason could a buddha possibly have to

carry around his mortal body for so long and, indeed, be in any

way active in this transitory world? The only reason could

have been his recognition that others needed help in order to

overcome their mortality and the transitoriness of their limited,

imperfect form of existence. And the only conceivable

motivation, on the part of a perfected being, for doing so can

only be love of a special kind which must have a transcendental

nature and cannot be exclusive.

This means that it cannot be the same kind of love as that

of the follower, since a buddha is no longer concerned with his

own needs and has nothing to gain from any such loving

14 See Nanamoli, op. cit., pp.37-9, and F. L. Woodward, op. cit^ PP-4-5. I

have substantially shortened and slightly changed the translations. The textual

references are : Mhv 1; M 26 and 85; S V 1.
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relationship. So the term which appeared best for expressing in
a human context, this feeling of perfect love was compassion
karuna. However, when we as ordinary humans feel
compassion for someone who suffers, we participate in his
suffering by feeling a certain degree of distress. A buddha on
the other hand, being fully liberated, cannot feel distress, but he
participates m the suffering of uniiberated beings by his perfect
knowledge of their suffering and of suffering as such which is
an integral constituent of the limited, Samsaric form of
existence. His knowledge stems from his experience of
enlightenment which brought him the retrocognition of his own
suffering in the whole of his past Samsaric wanderings the
direct vision of the totality of the suffering represented by the
Samsara in which ail other beings are caught and the certainty
of his own J iberation from it.

Thus his compassion is perfect and superior to ordinary
human compassion, precisely because it is not a result of feeling
distress at other beings' suffering, but is derived from fullest
possible knowledge, i.e. from the perfect wisdom of an
enlightened one. That is also why later, in the Mahayana
context, wisdom and compassion (prajha and karuna) appear as
the two most emphasised perfections (paramitas) characterising
Buddhahood.

But the other three components of the Buddhist
conglomerate of higher emotions are, of course, present as wellA buddha no doubt does have metta for all living beings and it
is in this context that often the term 'benevolence' is preferred
in translations. The Buddha next in line is actually named
Metteya by the sources. Of course, with respect to mudita, it
would not be possible to ascribe to the Buddha a sympathetic

feline of joy over some worldly achievements in the lives of

people however important they may seem to them but there is

a clear air of appreciation in his pronouncements when he reters

to their achievements in virtue or on the path. At the same

time his mind is, of course, unshakably established in the calm

of equanimity.

Yet the concern for the final liberation is always there and

so a buddhds compassion for other beings no less than the love

of a god for his devotees is conclusive evidence that in

Buddhism as in theistic religions there is mutuality in the

relationship between the transcendent and the phenomenal, the

contemplated and the contemplator, the worshipped and the

worshipper. Love and devotion are a means or an aid to

salvation in Buddhism as in any other tradition which explicitly

emphasises the path of bhaktl An account of later

developments in the Mahayana and Buddhist Tantric schools

would furnish further and even more vivid evidence for it .

15 A draft of this paper was read at the 15th Symposium on Indian

Religions at the Cherwell Centre, Oxford, on 1 April 1989. The finalised

shorter version was prepared for and presented to the XVIth Congress of the

International Association for the History of Religions (Rome, 3-8 September

1990, see Book of Abstracts, p.361) and will be published in the Congress

Proceedings later this or next year. The present revised and extended version

is published here for the first time and will be further published, with minor

changes, in the collection of papers Love Divine. Studies in Bhakti and

Devotional Mysticism (Durham Indological Series 3), ed. Karel Werner. Curzon

Press, London 1993.
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Editorial Notes

, The latest instalment of Thich Huyen Vi's French translation

f 2 Ekotm Sama was unfortunately not ready at the ume of

tSSSTTt is hoped to publish a double instalment « the

next issue.

2 Back issues of BSR are available as follows:

Vol. 3(1986) land 2 (£3 each)

" 4(1987) 2 tt3)

" 5(1988) land 2 (£3 each)

" 7 (1990) 1 - 2 (£7-50)

" 8(1991) 1-2 (£7.50)

There is also a limited number of copies of the final volume of

its predecessor, Pali Buddhist Review, Vol. 6, 1
and 2 (1981 2)

£3 in all.
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MONKS AND MONEY 1

pt^ K-hantinalo (Laurence Mills)
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bartered their wares as well as setting them for money

^
a

doubt in local markets much barter and little money wa

common.

With even this relatively limited use of money, the Vinaya

[Pitaka] rejected its acceptance by monks and nun,. There are

several nassases which are cited showing that the danger ot

X: / h TngL to become invo.ved in -ney ™ct,ons

was weU appreciated. Though the Vinaya does not make this

1 Exuded from '«„» - «•* Stones, Buddhist monastic disciple for

monks and nuns in .ha present day - to be published probably m 1991
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The rule as it stands now is as follows : 'Should any

monk/nun receive, or cause to be received, or be glad at the

gold and silver (= money) kept (for him/her), this entails

expiation with forfeiture' (NisPac.18
2
). It follows from this rule

that monks/nuns may not accept money from a layperson (or

other monastics), nor may they cause others, such as lay

supporters or pupils, to accept it on their behalf. Obviously,

novices of either sex cannot accept it either since it would

contravene the last of their ten rules. This must mean that

personal bank accounts for monks/nuns cannot be established if

by that is implied that the money in those accounts belongs to a

particular monk or nun. We shall see below some curious ways

of circumventing this. The last phrase, 'or be glad at the gold

and silver kept' is a strange phrase as the Vinaya does not

legislate on mental states. The venerable author of Vin.Mukh.P

LVajirananavarorasa] says of this that it 'suggests that if it is

only the arising of a mental state (cittupapada), s/he would not

have fallen into an offence, so it must refer to the action of

receiving it and to holding the right over it'. However, it is

very difficult, if not impossible, once monks/nuns have access to

money, that they should not on occasion have some gladness

about the goods which can be, or are being, bought for them.

Though the Vibhariga and hence the Patimokkha take quite

a strict line on this matter, it is apparent from various sources

that more relaxed attitudes gradually entered the Sanghas.

There is the allowance (at Mv VI 34) for a monk/nun to have a

steward who holds the donations made by lay supporters.

Perhaps though, 'donations' is not quite the correct word as

2 Nissagglya Pacittiya, in the Sutta Vibhahga section of Vinaya.

3 Vinayamukha, The Entrance to the Vinaya, 3 vols, Bangkok 1970-83.
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'funds made available' are said still to be the property of the
'donors' (as illustrated in the long and complex Nis.Pac.10). At
the conclusion of this allowance, now known as the
'Mendaka-allowance' in honour of the rich man who prompted
it, there is the text's warning : 'Monks, I do not say that gold
and silver in any circumstances may be accepted or may be
sought for'.

Two other precepts follow which are no doubt intended to

ensure that monks/nuns keep far from the ways of money.
Unlike the one above, the two, Nis.Pac.19-20, are not so clear in

meaning, though it seems that 19 refers to money transactions,

perhaps buying and selling, while 20 forbids barter and
exchange with people not in the monastic Sangha.

So far we have learnt that monks/nuns may not accept
money (nor valuables including ingots of silver and gold), nor
may they arrange for others to receive them as personal
accounts, nor be happy that so much money is available for
their use. We have noted that the last phrase is rather
impractical, while the middle one is somewhat at variance with
the idea of a monk's/nun's steward. The only way round this is

the unconvincing procedure of indicating money to be banked
knowing full well that the lay steward will put it in an account
for such-and-such a monk/nun or monastery. Even if the
monk/nun does not see the monies made available, as with the
procedure described below of offering monks/nuns only slips of
paper detailing the amount, s/he knows that a certain sum has
been given to the steward. And though that money, technically,
still belongs to the 'donors', in fact it is now in the possession of
the Sangha's stewards. No cases have been heard of recently
when 'donors' demanded their offered monies back and in fact

such an idea would seem very inappropriate to most Asian

supporters.

u ,icn learnt that monks/nuns are not to engage in

We have also^™ No doubt where Buddh.sm is

buying and se mgW «
However , some

well-established this win
amQng refugee

trading ^JT^JZ^Z Mb! or even in Western

monks, such as Tibetans in P'a
h ^ it has to

countries^^J^Elt f the monastic Sangha

fS^ in^r^nte infraction of relatively minor

rules.

mi * ,„^tP a few references from the

U i&

fLr: cV p Id Ve 5dh* words about not

Vinaya and Sutta which
i

up
reference employs the

accepting or using mone
. ™; fl ^ when they are

simile of four blenches
^
°* *™ »

d ^ eclipse (literally

covered by heavy clouds, fog, >™k**n°
' monks and

MfcA do not shine bright^ I he -me ^ ^^
ascetics do not shine *J^* themselves thr0ugh wrong
mo„ey or valuables °r m m t ^ ^ ^^^
SrevLL to JJ up to the Second Council.

A second reference is an interesting sutta (S1XLJ
10*oat

Cv XII 1) showing the doubts^^^^^X
had about^the acceptance o goM ads We by^

^ ^^
Perhaps they had seen offerings or mo >

and been unaware that j'^^^XS monks are

anyway, they opined that *e ^y^tt.y
they

allowed gold and "^"v^^Saka a Buddhist village

accept (such offerings)'.
Mamculaka, a mm
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headman, could not convince these people that this was wrong
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: 'For whoever, headman, money (gold and
silver is allowed, for such a person the five cords of sensuality
are allowed, and for whoever these are allowed you should
certainly hold that such a one has not the conduct of a monk
has not the conduct of the Sakyaputtiyas'.
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Council was called into session principally bv reason of the
Vesali monks' acceptance of money offerings. It is true that the
Pali account m Cv XII lists ten wrongdoings of those monks but
tften the first nine are such minor matters as to scarcely warrant
the calling of a council Even their terms are obscure and
differently understood in the various Vinaya traditions.
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Mahasamgh
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_ ^ ^ ^^ ^^^
iiroc «^ j u A i t
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- . .. . ^was no aoiiot the real reason for rsliino- f-h^ ^^,,^^-1 ^ i N . , . ^. ^.c _

r
u rt «- <-ha "^v^^r m^ni;:^. Deucvea aiiu.ccl5UIi iur caning tne Council though have) is a fair account 01 v/Hai tike .u^, _.^-^u. -.

necessar The Pali account did, for as it is we have only one side of the storj

taken as Theravadins'.
be

possibly be There are other possibilities. As Ven,
^ does

time after the Second Council.

~"~" f^VkXJAL/lj L/V/ 1 lit/It/ CUV V/Uivt y^^~~
happened at some unspecified to have heard of stewards and the Mendaka-allowance UVlv \.

The account as we have it hardly bothers with the nine

34), perhaps this allowance does not go back to the Buddha's

days but has been placed in his mouth by the Vinaya-compilmg

impos!

misdemeanours beginning with 'a horn of salt' but is much developing of trying to organise large monastic communities

concerned about the Vesali monks' acceptance of money when no money/valuables at all were allowed. A wandering

Perhaps the Venerable Yasa, whose visit to Vesali sparked off Sangha settled only for the three months' Rains Lretreat],

he whole dispute, instead of saying in the presence of the requires little in the way of funds but permanent monastic

Vesah monks and their lay supporters, 'Buddhist monks don't residences need money for construction, for maintenance and
»rr,nt .... ......u .

n t

.

mes Qf sickness and so on . As some

offered
/ pointing

Vesali mr
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as though the Mendaka-allowance must have been allowed by
him too. And in that case, why was Ven. Yasa so inflexible,

neglecting to reason privately with the monks when a way was
open whereby the Sangha could have monies 'donated' for their

upkeep? Who knows, perhaps it was difficult to find honest
stewards so that the Mendaka-allowance actually did not work
very well.

A curious point arises in connection with a monk/nun
accepting money and thereby breaking the NisPac.18 rule. After
s/he has confessed the offence and forfeited the money and
after a lay person has declined to take it to obtain suitable
provisions for the Sangha as well as declined to throw it away
(an unusual thing to ask a layperson to do!), the Sangha must
select a monk/nun free of bias in respect of greed, hate,
delusion and fear, and one who knows what is and what is not
thrown away, and agree upon him/her as a 'money-thrower'.
This monk/nun has to throw it away without having seen where
it has fallen. A very strange procedure! One which has not
been used for a very long time! More curious still is the
Vinaya's attitude that this money be chucked away heedlessly.
Notice that it does not say that it could be given to the poor,
old or crippled - and India has always had plenty of such
persons. These days if an individual monk/nun accumulates
significant amounts of money and later confesses it, it would be
appropriate for the Sangha to 'donate' such wealth to people
who have little.

Having reviewed the classical Pali sources (and not much is

yet available for comparison with other Vinayas), it certainly
appears that the Buddha saw danger in the individual possession
and use of money by monks and nuns. After examination of
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. turn now to an account of how monks relate to

thc past we
,
tu«

J
w

country of Thailand. Nuns w

J

money in the largely ts ^^ Qnly Elght

"* ^^r are sma -ps with Ten), and so have to use

Precepts (there are sm g p
the condu„

Sid we
'ISfZ I grange of practice, some of which

accords with Vinaya but most does not

u m k. realised that Nis.Pac.18 is more ignored than

It should be realised tnat ^^ of

practised^J^^™* *™» ° f *"**TTha land, the numenuuiy
ffpn erallv ignores this

*"""'
"I. reauiSi»pre«n,*» socMy- Monks of *.

own supply of money locked away.

Son* monks have a practice of keeping.«££ their bag

in an envelope so that *£«^J£Z Sailing into

without the monk "touching it Th^ e fo
jon of

Nis.Pac.18 is a typical and rather ndicm°u
handling it

Vinay, Obviously monks are^^ZlS^A*
whether they have touched ™^J* doing such things

come ^-V^CaU;°!
v ŷ

nV

it seems better to be open and

but may easily end in hypocrisy, u
Jf or

honest about handling money »*£**?™ oney in one
>

s

others that virtuously one ts not touching >

bag!

Within Mahanikai there are some temples and some groups
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S A 1° "°^ree W!th thCSe MCaS
-
SUCh aS ,he disciples O'Tun Achant Chal, The Vinava-practice of these monks agreed

with the better standard of the small group- of monks tilledDhammayut (Dhammayuttikanikaya = the croup of thoseadhenng to Dharr.ma). Dhammayut practice on the question ofmoney is not uniform, depending on whether the town monks
or the forest monks are considered. The former, though no*acceptmg money even if offered in an envelope, do have
individual stores of money and even bank accounts..' Monev ha-
to De offered bv cionors t<** rhi* ir»ru~»'-* «-«*, , i>- - , .,"

.

*
vl - niJLi

> '— tnc n,on*^ steward^ while themonks only receive a niece of naw ^ ,. t
ini „u -

mma , u . '. . . ,
^-
ccc U[ PaPei on wmch is wnttenomethmg like this: 'Money to the amount of. . . has been given

to your steward for the purchase of the four shorts' Please
request htm to obtain than when you need them . The monks'

mZstrrV "^J™ Schoolbo^^ are also pupils of that
monastery where they aay

, to adu lt male supporters who if themonk has wealthy donors, would open a bank account for himThere are also Buddhist foundations which provide a kind ofbanktng service for individual monk's monies, as well as forfunds used to print books, build monasteries and so on I haveknown Dhammayut monks who kept 'their own' monies lockedup in a drawer in their desk but they never touched it -
just

indicated it to their erpK/arric „n.,»„ •„ .iu mci. stewards when it was necessary to use i*bo much for monks not possessing money!

My practice while in Bangkok was to entrust this 'paccai'
(paccaya m Pah, short for catttnaccaya: the four supports) toone of my schoolboy pupils. It happened only once in five or
six years that ,t went astray. They kept an account of what had
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4 Robes, almsfood, shelt

.„t and of incoming donations and very infrequently I

bee\^ on thif Because of the fact that there was some

checked on tta
l ^ ^ (hink of „ ml^'distance between me

whenever I needed

{A::Z^"tfoLy pupils to buy it with the funds

Ctpt or rarely, went out with one of them to get tt.

Perhaps a system like '«» * ^^J Z some

Sl^S T*J<« and cosily Chinese furniture. O

course they can say that ... th» u*ury " TWeuajd

oir rnnditionins - was donated by lay supporter*. ™ j

air-conauiuiung ^natine- to senior and._ P!U1 kp verv insistent on aonaung, iu »^u

All this makes for difficulties with the .mage of monks as tho e

who have left the household life and are homeless More

SXcK. 2. when these same «^,^J^<££
abodes sally forth bowl in hand and walk mindfully past ovel

and shanties where very poor people of er them a few grams^of

rice. When monks become more wealthy than ^J^"
are they really living the life of monks? There would be^
excuse for this if we were describmg a culture in which the

Bodhisattva attitude were promoted. Then tt could be satd that

one has to have wealth in order to be able to help others.

However, this ideal is not promoted in Thailand.

All this contrasts very sharply to the Dhammayu,.forest

tradition. In this you find monasteries in the countryside

varying in size from one monk to up to fifty or so, "here the

senior monk is the Acharn (teacher and abbot) and where

donors only make their donations to the whole wat (never to

er. medicines
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individual monks) through him. That is he direct, ft,

lbJ7jV'l"",TZ
m
V°'

""" ""*"„„« ,„ ,i l!p,aj,

uc voiced.
1 iiis was not the wav I nrH r,,^mu

h. S great monastic disciples lived. It fsS^ ™f
^

according t0 Dhamma and Vinava to h ve I er o„a Tt.account if one is a monk/nun or nov^e l t7ol?2 ,1personal acceptance of money or the handL 1 , T '

transactions should generaliy be avoided
' " ^^

r,f„ c"rT
eVer

'

thiS "eeds living somewhat by addine thatrefusal to accept money should not be rigid as thoth

*

were some sort of filth. When offered £ Bud lists of r W
red envelopes,

5

- Ih^ ™^a^ > !k7> T"non-Buddh ists kindly offer some L^ZJf^Z

chrink away from it as though one might be infected! In such

J"" i ns it is wrong to try and make them act like devoted lay

Buddhists- Just accept the generosity with a 'thank you very

much' or whatever expression is proper.

From time to time even in well-ordered Buddhist

communities events may happen which compel a monk/nun to

carry money. 1 remember visiting England many years ago in

order to see my mother who was living very far from the

vihara where I stayed. At that time there was no one who

could drive me such a distance and, rigidly Dhammayut though

I was it was necessary for me to handle the train and bus fares.

(In any case monks and nuns should really consider why

lavpeople have to put themselves to such trouble in these cases.

Visiting an old mother is far more important in terms of

loving-kindness than keep the rules strictly and so staying away

because there is no attendant to carry money! What harm will

the train and bus fares in one's bag do?

The second principle then concerns the use to which carried

and possessed money is put. If, as is common enough, it is

carried because one wants the convenience of it, well then one

is just talking about the enjoyment of the five cords (which

bind!) of sense pleasures. But if on the other hand money is

carried because of some Dhamma-reasons which will benefit

others, is this really blamable? Only the self-righteous and

narrow of spirit will think so. There is a very hard-working

monk of a refugee Buddhist community in Australia who has to

collect every month a large mortgage payment on the new

temple-monastery building which with great effort he has

constructed. It serves the needs not only of his community but

of other Buddhist groups as well. Since people trust him so
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much they like to invite him to go to their houses to collect
their pledges. So he goes and usually there is no one who could
be a steward. Is this wrong? What he has done would not
have been achieved had he waited always for laymen who ir,
nis community, are often at work.

Obviously, having lay stewards at a monk's beck and call i«
somewhat of a luxur, in these times. If one has to depend op
them this may also severely limit what monks and nuns can dom the way of propagating the Dhamma, and may also be ar
example of HMS* of which I have written much elsewhere I:
is in money-matters, good to be strict, but not to be rigid And
of course individual monks and nuns can find out by
experiment m which category they fit. Rigidity scclk the decay
of the Sasana every bit as much as laxity. This should never be
forgotten.

It does not appear to be counted as laxity for monks/nuns
to accept cheques and postal orders but a bankcard, any 'plasti-
money\ would seem to fall back to the position of having a
private account. We have to remember in all situations that the
Buddha s ethic is a morality of intention. Sangha members must
investigate what their intention is in using money This of
course is harder to do than merely sticking to the rule But
then with the latter, we are back to rigidity, or the snail's
retraction into its shell, while with the former there is some
hope that monks and nuns may be fully reliable human beings

HKLIGIOUS CHANGES IN LATE INDIAN BUDDHIST
Kt HISTORY

(continued)

in

The Aim and Aims of Religious Culture

5 Helpless Monk Syndrome.

The philosophical and theological conceptions of mediaeval

Ld'ans of Buddhist affiliation briefly sketched earlier are woven

"round a primary goal which may be called the a.m o Tanmc

religious culture. However, not everyone m the world « abways

concerned with the ultimate and the vast majority of people n

all countries in all ages has been primarily concerned with

this-woddly problems and pursuits. We also f.nd among^these

Buddhists a variety of aims of religious W^/ifi™^
Attention will be given to the aim and aims found in Tanmc

texts under two separate categories.

(i) The Highest Aim: Perfection (siddhi)

The highest aim of Buddhist thought and culture has always

been Nirvana or Enlightenment (bodhi). Liberation (muk a),

Purification (visuddhi), Omniscience (sarvajnata). Supreme buss

(paramasukha). Peace (santi), Deliverance (moksa), Buddhahood

(buddhatm), Dharmadhatu, Dharmakaya, Suchness (tathata)

Emptiness (sunyata), Knowledge (jnana), Transcendental

Wisdom (prajhapdramita) and Immortality (amrtapada) are

some of its classical names. These names are occasionally used
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in Tantric texts, but the siddhas invented many new names also
and these Tantric designations of the highest aim of religious
lite signify a fresh understanding of what is basically beyond
our understanding. Thus it is called Great Bliss (mahasukha)
Innate (sahaja), Perfection (siddhi), Union (yoga), Non-Dual
(advaya)

, Diamond-Sphere (vajradhdtu), Diamond-Body
(vajrakaya), Intrinsic Body (smbhavika-kaya) and the Diamond
(va/'-a). It is of the nature of Consciousness (vijhana)
Knowledge (jhdna), Bliss (ananda), Freedom (moksa) and Peace
(santi).

Two names, Union and Non-Dual, are of particular
.importance as they stress the unity of two principles. Moreover
several other names are constructed with a view to stressing this
unity. The two principles which are harmonised and identified
in this state of highest perfection can be distinguished in two
categories

: mutually opposed principles, and mutually
complementary principles. Mutually opposed principles are the
absolute and the relative, their opposition and dichotomy are
overcome in siddhl Hence we have such notions as the
identity ot paramartha and vyavaharc, vivrti and samvrti
vyavadana and Mesa, Nirvana and Samsara, and <o on' It is
from this standpoint of the meeting of opposites that a siddha is
considered to be beyond good (subha, puny a) and evil
lasubha, papa) and the Buddhas are said to be freed from
Nirvana and Samsara. The mutually complementary principles
which are perfectly unified and fused in the state of siddhi mWisdom (prajha) and Means (updya), also called Emptiness
(sunyata) and Compassion (karuna) respectively. Hence we
have names like Identity of Wisdom-and-Means (prajhopaya)
or Matrix of Emptiness-and-Compassion (sunyatdkarunagarbha)
bince imagery of man and woman, father and mother yogin

Buddhist S«»d.« R«Uw 9, 1 (19»2) - Joshi (II)

• -
» n <\ so on is introduced and used freely, we have

and iTnl sVc Unity-of-Two (yuganaddha) polities of

symbol.c
names like y ^ ^ n„ng

"irsorn wisdom jointly and simultaneously lead
I

to

compassion Co-emergent (sahaja). It is

%Z£X S i-« to this unity; it is understood as the

Innate (which is another translation of sahaja).

^nuentlv we come across a personified conception of this

Frequently we co
^ ^ have^ ^

fina l v.ston of spn mal pe ^ ^ fQrget ^ th

t%T,tda\fS mu^ is the nature of that ReaUty (^
state ot siaam

.

well ^ impersonal terms. It is

fl : That orm wh Ts co-sm.c yctTt can be discovered

formless, yet ha orm
(^am>pama)

within one s heart (hrdayal a
phenomena

a t v.P pccpntia nature o. ^" f
and the es^en id

R .alitv is botb personal and
(sarvadharmasvabhava). This Reality is doi

^
. i . AHihnddha Paramatma, Paiamesvaid,
mpersonal :

Aaiouaand, ra
CrTf«aVifl<;iikha

c 5Ki,3 Vii,«kSva Kavavakcitta, Sahajakaya, SnmahasuKna,
SvaDhaviKaK.a>a, ^y ava^v

\
J

, v^rowava are its

Heruka Hevaira Vajrasattva, Vajradhara and Vajrakaya are its

Heruka, nevajra, v^
RM iitv that one finds spiritual

st fr™ •:•
th! ix *« i^ : **. «**

n^ n «dge, known and know. Buddha DJjn»a an

Sangha; heaven, world and^*^^£Z^
Arupyadhatu; Dharmakaya, Sambhogakaya ana i j

male female and neither-male-nor-female; nere one fines tne

epitome of all vehicles :
Sravakayana Pratyekayana and

Bodhisattvayana; Hinayana, Mahayana and Vajrayana. Th.s

Reality represents the Great Self of Selflessness.

The yogin who attains this fullness sees the triple world as

filled with the splendour of Great Bliss. He sees and marvels
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£ wtifwoT/ ^ b 'iSS

?1Ch iS S° abUndant as t0 ««*«
enlovs it H?f

marVe 'S at the Wiss of °re« Bliss andenjoys it m different ways. He marvels at the majesty of SahJwhtch is the essence of all things" He see, thTfl „ *
full of Buddhas. All texts stre« ihUl! ,

nt 're W°rld aS

can berea.ised only

*Z^%£^~ ^s:^rifrring but the»*£s£^
iCrlTronaltrulr^ *^ b~»™-^^

prabhasavapade prapte sveccharupm ti jdyase I
sarvmsvanyam tatha prapya mjrakaye pramodase II"

'Having attained to the luminous r>™iH™ v..
Afd r^o u .

"-M"«o^ position, he moves as hedesires. Having attained all the sc
Diamond-Body.'

sovereignties, he enjoys the

m^7Tj ĉ%^^ rK'e
!
"***» -o the

transforms his/iS''^^a, S^f ?
*°™*

n-«. r *-
i'^^^idiii},. itiis Circle is also r^N^H tk

Kitua -Mao the- Firet * n A ^ tt- t ^
toiiea tlv:

Great 1 ]£ T F ' St

,

3 tfte Highe« Palace and the City f

^cix.cwneas Knairatma) ever unirprf ttmk !,» ^ • ~v v.oj jniieo. wjfh the Glorious One

(fe^nvfln) who appears in the form of Hcvajra" Because he

Ze*scs sovereignty, wisdom, fame, excellence, beauty and

activity in entirety, this Reality is called the Glorious One

(bhagavanX the Diamondholder (vajradharaT.

The picture of the siddha which we find in works like the

Caturasitisiddhapravrtti of Abhayadatta, the Blue Annals of Cos

In tsaba gzoh nu dpal, the History of Buddhism in India by

Taranatha and from the published Tantric Buddhist texts,

suggests a'type of person who is fearless like a lion, behaves

entirely unconventionally and owns nothing yet is a master of

everything Therefore he is called mahasiddha, a Great Adept

By perfecting the vajrayoga, that subtle and difficult

adamantine discipline, he attains success (siddhi). A text

describes his state in the following words:

'He feels towards his enemy as towards himself; his

mother is to him his wife; a harlot is to him as his

mother; a brahman woman is to him as a dombi la

female musician of the lowest caste]; the skin of an

animal is to him as a garment: a blade of straw is like a

precious stone, wine is like urine, food is like mud, an

insult like a hymn of praise, Indra like Rudra, day hke

night, what he has seen is like a dream, things which

exist are like those which have been destroyed, pain is

56

57 Pan

amvarodaya Tantra XXXIII 2?-?t, T*ra* ,„ i •z- zx ] ree translation by the au thor.
cakrama 111.10. See La Valiee PoM^in » ,„

M„f ™„
vduee rojssin, Bouddhisme: EtudesMatenaux, pp.I80-l,

"

58 Vogaratnamala, p.123.

ei

59 Quoted in the Yogaratnamala, p.103.

60 A slightly different form of this verse is quoted by Haribhadra (9th C.)

in his Alokavyakhyd (Darbhanga ed.). p.272. For a translation and brief

comment on this verse see my Discerning the Buddha, p.164. The source of

the verse according to Vaidya's edition is the Buddhabhumisastra.
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Uke p,eaSure
,
his son is like a rascal, heaven is like hell -amUhus even good and evil are one and the same to

reliJ™,
SlddhaS fredy USC er°tiC ima8ery in describing theirreligious experience. The obvious sense of the words of hernys-c songs ,s practically bewi.dering to a rnodent ^de t butheir commentators offer explanations of the hidden anrintended meaning. A few examples of utterances of tee who2Xt0 siddhas may be cited here

-
Siddha •iES

'Samsara and Nirvana are the tabor and the drumMmd and vital-breath are the flute and the cymbal
Victory, Victory" - thus rises the sound of the

kettledrum,

Kanha is going to his wedding with the dombi
Having married the dombi birth was consumed
J he mghest Dharma was made the dowry
Day and night pass in erotic play
In the troupe of the yogi„js the night became dawn
The yogins who find delight in the embrace of the

'

dombi,

Do not leave her for a moment, being drunk with the

Buddhist Studies Review 9, 1 (1992) - Joshi (II)

62
sahaja (bliss)

Siddha Sarahapada commented on the mystery of life and death

thus:

Itself repeatedly constructing Samsara and Nirvana,

The people's world falsely binds itself.

I don't know that which is unthinkable,

How can birth and death become existence ?

As is birth, so is death also,

There is no difference between the living and the dead .

He who fears birth and death here,

Let him produce the chemical in hope of an elixir.

Those who roam here and in the heavens,

They will not at all become free from ageing and dying.

Is karma due to birth or birth due to karma ?

Saraha says, this Doctrine is unthinkable
63

.

From these transcendental questions we may now turn our

attention to mundane ones.

(ii) Common Aims : Happiness Here and Hereafter

The Dharma or Buddhism was not only a means of attaining

the highest aim of Enlightenment, but also of attaining

happiness and prosperity in this very life, and certainly ot

ensuring a good rebirth. This old Buddhist conception was

never forgotten; indeed it dominated Buddhist thought and

61 Paricakrama VI.30 ff

Historv oil A' r-
^^ ^^ ^ fr0m M

" Wimernitz. AHistory of Indian Luerature II. Diversity of Calcutta, Calcutta 1927, p.396.

62 Per Kvaerne, op. cit- p.155. Song No. 19. Transl. slightly modified.

63 Ibid., p.169, Song No. 22. Transl. slightly modified.
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culture of our period. Santaraksita had summed up th fmeaning, method and result of religiousness in the followir-c
words :

"**

'That is described as Dharma by all wise men, frorr

:ood:
r

properly practises the rules laid down there, regarding
mantra, yoga and such things, becomes endowed even
with obvious qualities such as knowledge, health
greatness, and so forth'

6
\

prosperity, knowledge, health, greatness, and so forth' a .-e

oevious and this-worldly qualities or gains. These were t-
common aims of religious life cherished bv devout Buddha
during the mediaeval period. Here we can briefly review <i~
nature of these aims. There is a Tantric text called
fcarvadurgatipansodhariatantra65

, 'Treatise on the Purification of
all evil States of Existence". As is we'd, known. BudH^t
tradition recognises six states of existence (gam. yonis* whi^i
are Distributed in different regions of Samsara. These are ^
states of the 1) gods {devagati\ 2) titans (asuragatil 3) humv-;
KmanusyagatiX 4) animals (pasugatil 5) hungry-spirit
[pretagatil and 6) beings in hellish conditions (jiarakagati) The
first three states of existence are good and fortunate (sugati),
while the remaining states are evil and unfortunate (durgo^)
To be born in the human realm is considered a very rare and

64 Tattvaramgraha, vv.3846-7; G. Jha's transl., p.1527.

65 Sarvadurgatiparisodhana Tantra, Elimination of All Evil Destinies,
Sanskrit and Tibetan Texts ed. and transl. Tadeusz Skorupski, Motiial
Banarsidass, Delhi 1983
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,«,t It is particularly favourable for making efforts to

haPK
;Sn he' highest aim. The next best aim is to be

attal
„ ole of the higher heavens. Much Buddhist religious

b°rn
?r has been directed towards this goal, although it is

endea
Td2ed that divine existence is also a part of Samsara

f"^ of conluous coursing through the cycles of repeated

,he sphere of com ^ ^ ^ tQ ,ose

birtbS

h

a

u

n

man sttus even̂ one fails to attain Nirvana and

°n
^Tchieve d vine existence. All beings, human in

cannot achieve divin
existence in lower

particular, fear misery in all its fo m. »

c , r.r states is full of misery, all beings arcaa reo.iui

forms or states is iu» " j
f avolcjing

states A treatise which expounded ways ana means o l

states, n
cfof« and laid down rules and mes

u;rth in evil and miserable states ana iaici uu»« .... Abirth in evn auu
naturally desirable and

for obtaining good rebirths was i.atmai
.

y

eventually produced. Several commentaries on this were

written by Indian and Tibetan Buddhist teachers.

e
To be bom in divine and human realms was one of th.

lo be coin in
.

Dracfice Success in this aim
most important awns of rehgiou, p ao ^ _

naturally meant the destruction of tauas
|

ieadm
f

to

,

states Human life offers a mixture of happiness and wiseiy,
states. Human me

n„..„t , in and fuii of dangers of all

is short in span and it is uncnam juj
j>

kinds Disease natural calamity, human and. animal violence,
Kinas. uncase, uaiu

world Freedom
old age and death are enemies of life in this wono.

from these dangers and hostile forces was eagerly soughtoy

devout men and women. Long life, good health, prospent and

happiness were thus concrete goals of the devout. Since human

beings have been warlike and violent since times »°"a,

victory over hostile enemies was also an aim. it was an

established principle of Buddhist doctrine that ones happiness

was linked to the happiness of the rest of the hv.ng
,

w<w d,
to

work for the promotion of universal happiness and universal
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benefit (bahujana sukhdya bahujana hitdya) was also a tacitly

accepted goal of Buddhist religious practice. Pious Buddhists
often stored religious merit (punya) in order to transer it to
those whose happiness was part of their ideal. Although the
technology of moral causation inherent in the doctrine of karma
was held to be relentless and inviolable, being part of the law of
universal order, good deeds performed in the spirit of universal
loving kindness (maitri) and under the guidance of the
sovereign principle of selflessness {nairdimya) or emptiness
(sunyatd) were believed to be powerful enough to mitigate the
forces of evil and results of 'sinful' deeds. All the members of
the Buddhist community (sahghal monks, nuns, laymen and
laywomen, had before them one outstanding spiritual goal, that
of the happiness of all living beings. The sacred name of the
Buddha could not be invoked, even in this age of the
'counterfeit Law', without wishing the good and happiness of all

beings. The siddhas, therefore, have constantly stressed the need
of practising compassion (karund) or mercy (daya) under all

conditions. Their conception of the highest fulfilment would be
impossible without great compassion (mahdkarund) which plays
so crucial a role in the history of Buddhist civilisation that we
are justified in saying that the minimum spiritual ambition of
every Buddhist in every age has been to be compassionate.

The tantras mention various kinds of perfections {siddhis)
which may be considered the aims of Tantric religion in a
specific sense. A siddhi means success or accomplishing that
which was aspired for. It is both religious and secular success.
The ancient Indians did not sharply distinguish between religious
and secular siddhis, although success in religious effort was
never confused with success in this-worldly pursuits. The
highest siddhi was always distinguished from ordinary

Buddhist Studies Review 9, 1 (1992) - Joshi (II)

• ,hirh a magical element was clearly recognised. It

siddhis m f\
c**™^

say that eVen ordinary siddhis had a

*ould not be incorrect to say t ^^^
reUgioUs^^^^^ non^Ugious aims, while

J^^iS^M the means of attaining Siddhahood or

Buddhahood
66

.

The list of principal siddhis inciudes the foUowing eight

powers

:

t0 be invisible with the sword (i.e. in battle*

to remove blindness (perhaps an ointment for the

eyes in order to see hidden things);

to be swift of foot (perhaps an ointment for the foot

to make it swift);

to be invisble at one's will;

to have the elixir of youth;

to walk in the sky or be able to fly;

to be able^>^
to have dominion over the tnmgs ui

These powers are magiea. in nature and suggest the role of

1.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

66 c* XVIIU33 : Maara****** '»«**— * »**^,,, „„M if [Fd l Profuse tnanKS to

uuamam i,, ahur buddha buddhatvasaihanam II LM-

Frances Freeman.le who traced the appropriate quo.auon for us since

trucesca Freemantle, wn
$QAS doclora|

author's in-text note-reference is missing, an

dissertation on the Gs. is being prepared torP"1 ^^
67 S,„,a „, p.350 »,* » -;- ££' '

ussing Md
5) rasarasayana, 6) khecara, 7) bhucara, and 8) palalas*

Wayman, op. cit., pp.220-1, n.13.
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magic m Tantnc religion. The idea of siddhis is well known
i Be hterature of the Yoga school of Patanjal, The list of eigsiddhis found in a commentary on the Yogasutra of Patantl

dating from the eleventh century includes the following pow£which differ from those listed above :

1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

the power

the power

the power

the power

the power

the power

the power

the power

of becoming small like an atom;
<tf becoming light;

of becoming weighty;

of touching any object at any distance;
of irresistible will;

over the body and the mind;
of dominating the elements;

of fulfilling the desires68
.

It may be noted in passing that the notion of supernormalpowers was well known in classical Buddhist doctrines ^
practices associated with arhats and bodhisattvas. who w^«pert m the Knowledge of these powers (rddhmdkijnana)

7
iV

Means and Methods of Attcunirm Siddki

T^Sidanas conceptualised, experimented and transmitted to
thc.nnit.ated disciples a series of mental attitudes, technique* <
symbolic sounds and gestures, rites of consecration»^
68 Bhoja's Rdjamdrtanda

Calcutta 1881-83

on Yogasutra 111.44, ed. R. L. Mitra, Asiatic Society.
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rituals of worship (puja) and evocation (sadhana) of deities,

lite (mantras), mystical maps or diagrams (mandalas) and

Ce Til a highly subtle and most secret rite of union (yoga)

^nlvfna the yogin and the yoginl as equally co-eff.c.ent

'"iSnerf^l Le constitute basic structures of the Tantnc

Etc success and perfection, and its methods may be described

!s quick-success techniques. The Way of the Great Disciples

SrSayana) was considered too ascetic, too individualistic and

Trl\Zv he Way of World-Saviours (Bodhisattvayana) was

t!» ong necessitating unlimited patience and incalculable aeons

ZSyeyakalpasl whereas the Way of the Stddhas or

Esoteric Adepts (Vajrayana) is neither ascettc nor

toe-comsuming. It ensures, we are told, a direct approach to

he City of Release (moksapura) and by following it one can

attain Siddhahood or Buddhahood in this very life .n the

shortest possible time".

The means and methods of attaining the aim (siddha) and

aims (siddhis) fall into two different categories. The vast corpus

of Tantric literature itself can be divided into two categories,

one dealing with methods of attaining the highest sjaahi, the

other dealing with methods of attaining ordinary siddhis he

kriyatantras and caryatantras, such as the MahjusrimulaKalpa,

Adikarmaoradipa, Sarvadurgatiparisodhana and the texts

collected in the Sadhanamala, are considered withm the tradition

m
69 Gst, p.116 : sarva tathagata asmin guhyasamaje buddhabodhim

ksanalava-muhurtenaiva nispadayanti. Sadhanamala II. p.599 :

ayarr

mantrarajah satatam japena buddhatvam ihaiva janmani dadaU.

Yogaratnamala, p.130 : ihaiva janmani bodhih sidhyati Candamaharosana

Tantra, p.18 : saltvdnam asu siddhaye.
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itself as belonging to the lower category. Yogatrantras and
anuttarayogatantras, such as the Guhyasamaja Tantra, HevairaTantra and the Samvarodaya Tantra, belong to the highe
category or tantras. Here we shall first analyse the means andmethoos of attaining common aims or ordinary siddhis- thenwe shall sum up the esoteric method of reintegration and fina'
reahsatton. It should not be thought, however, that the means'and methods ot atta.ning these two types of aims are entirelv
disparate; they are Josely related, and even those yogins wh-a.mea at the ultimate siddhi were experts in ordinate siddhis

"

0) Elementary Religious Practices

Theoretically every follower of the Vajrayanian Mahavana wsupposed to be a bodhisatcva and therefore a candidate £S °?t
Ei8n ' enta^ rel^0;ls Practices of a devoir

ollower ot Tantnc religion are, therefore, more or less simile-
to those o: a follower of the n/fs^.-*^ n,a c^u^ "ie ivway^a, Ihe iOHowmg practices

~ ~ nit -D^itSaiuas ui Manayana and Vajravan^ -

Ablution and physical purity, adoration o' the TripieGem Kinrmna), praise and adoration of the teaehe"
\guru), taking refuge in the Triple Gem (the Buddie
Unarma ana Sangha), making formal request (adkyesati)
to the teacher {guru) or the good friend (kalydnamitra)

n
0r
jr

tr

^
ti0n and trainingl worshi P <*»«>«) of the

Buddha and tne teacher with suitable offerings of flowers
ana so forth declaration of one's moral lanses
{papadesandl accepting the basic ethical precepts
(siksapadasX production of the thought of Enlightenment
(bodhicutotpada), taking the ultimate vow (samvara) and

Buddhist Studies Review », 1 099D - J-U <«>

vin. the resolve (pranidhana) to become a Buddha

f he bene it and happiness of all living betngs

f

°nroval of and gratification over the decision and

Sue ton (anuLdanal and -nsfo™ an

. f oil ™^ efforts and merits for the Denem
dedication of all ones etroris

elements
nf all living beings (pannamanal AH these eie

fonltilute whaf is called the excellent worship

- -\70
(anuttarapuja) .

'may I be the retuge 01 a & , < j

^°m
ZiZS" a, Z*i- ofL nature of

r:^ 2 e^nowledge'; 'may an beings be free

from suffering', and so on71
.

Faith, morality, liberality, wtsdona and^^^
important part in these practices. Meditation on the fou. dw

abodes' (brahmaviharas) viz compassion »J^ J°!

n

J
kindness (maitrf), joy Ona**) and ^»«* *'££„,
recommended. The practitioner also reflects on

formulas such as 'the illusory show of the world is mo.

up of the Buddha'; 'an impure mind is the cause of bondage,

^ , a II- Arlikarmikaoradipa. Sanskrit text with

70 See Bodhicaryavatara. Chs I and II. AdikarmiMpr p*

a i a i* Vallee Poussin, Etudes et Matenaux, pp.186-204,
a commentary ed. L. de La Vallee rou»m.

™_ht u„» -7 livl-4- Sadhanamald, pp2», 2?, am jv,

Candamaharosarca Tanfra, Chill; Hvt 2, l.ix.l 4, oa«
* »

47, 55-7 passim.

71 SMHanamala, pp.193. 195, 300. 315. 323, 338, 459, 544 passim.
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» engaged in the ritual of evrJ»• , ,
If £he P^^ione

hic/t,.. ... .

Udl of evocation (sadhnnn\ h.u. . J .

„ »nd mind of all the Buddhas. Even the Buddhas

- — "ay,
, nave to walk on it' and «. ™ i~T ~" ""l"ier

body,
speech ana m

immaculate favour or grace ot

-engaged in the ritual of evocido (S2J)t/T^ Si «* TT.lo ucclss i "eTg ous cutout. Without him
h.s/her chosen deity (Utadevata) rcotTZ

* "^ the guru is the key to access m
g ^^^ ^

detty, .mitates that deity'sf^Z'Z^Z^Z * "* P"*» "*£ HeSTtS^to th* «*^^ *
the deity's seed-syllable until he/she w meditates ot Attained

75
.
The Hcvajra Iantra

consequence
god or goddess. During the en,^/JT ? ^ *"* £ tonate^^^0*7"^ the prescribed
the practitioner behaves fearlessly lif/ ,

n,Ua! practi« of religious merits, the serv.ee o g
is

attitudes and mnni^^SS^^T ad°PtS <*«* methods". The Ouhy» Tantra totarn
hjg^ P ^

d-sctpline-
ferent ""-ads of psychophysical liberated as soon as the gurus hand to ^

pupil accepts the status cj 1 e- ong

,

^^^
is

v.sdotn-embod.ed uU he/she ^ ^^^
no other refuge for h.rn/he

The fierce

,uru
never succeed _m he, "^^ things , hate their

Mahakala devours hose *tao, am

^

^ ^ grace of

g„ru».
According to the narasrfdh ^^^^

the f;M
attams the Htg

fest Rfuy

n one has attained rW
defiled for a long time .

even

one remains faithful and respectful to the guru

ii) The Role of the Guru

The supreme position of »hp • •

acarya, lama) which we wimes, i.

f

-'hV
""' precePtor (*«nt

India, Nepal andW *
r̂'V

°rm:! °f^"^ ;"

Without the kind ot r?Jy S£arted by the siddha,

liberation can" be .^J ^j^ ndtter ««*» M r

Wfcfo, ^a) t0Wrrf
-

;
*

'* ^curable disposition

without hfe supportive novi ft

-

P
-

absoh,te'.v necessat ,

Buddhahood. rTe 't^; ? I*
b&nisthana, one cannot attain

and pleased by a faitbf.,1 pra,tUio,° ? ™PKted
'
obeJ"- ;

t^ ^ wrM represents the Buddha
'*MldlnS to one te;c

Accords to -rwk. /ne
;

Kuadh3
- Dharma and Saneh?^^ti-ng to another text, fhe teacher ^f m,

lgna

^integration who is know?Tt?/^^TOc?
(vay>ac^

fl) is the embodiment * he
Dlamond -Teacher

uooiment or the mystic unity of the

YYYTTT 77-28 'abandoning all forms of

74 Gst, pp.111-12. See Samvarodaya XXX1II.27 Z»,

adoration, adore the guru.

75 Munidattas commentary on the Caryagiti in Kvaerne, op. at, p.71.

7: Gst, Ch.XV)lI; Hvt 2, l.i.8 -

73 Adika

sa eva hi.

10: Samvarodaya XIII.4-7
rmapr.dipa,

P.194 : Rurur buddho

76

77

78

79

80

81

Hvt 2, l.viii.36, p.28. .

Gst V.5.

v*d dharmah samgha:v ca avi

Sadhanamala, p.586.

Jnanasiddhi, p.33» v.23 :

guru prasado yasya astl sa labhet tatt^naUanam

anyatha kliiyate balah cirakala vimohitah II
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to avoid going to the most terrible hell".

(ID

(in) The Power of Mantras

Tantric Buddhism is often raii^ *u

(Mamrayana). Earlte Buddh^1 Tv^r

°

f SaCred F°rmu!*
°f ^a^f,, those crvpttfn! J

^'^ With the «*
memorised and recited a/'/,f-

deV°tlonal te™ that were
-rai supportiS—

i

r °ta
r

ng SUP™al

discussion, rfASra„ rj we
°

e

f™ Dur ' nS 'he period under

increasing popular ^nTf^"^™.™ *«*»
Tantric worship and ritual. Wa aTe not ^ ""^ in

elements of rituallv oriental7 ? merely essent>al

seem ,o constituted '^^2^., »«"?•««». they

d<tt& Ama is a t00| 1
1**™?

f

of th« Poetical way ,

on invisible psychologi^ f^^f"""06"^"* bought
a>so a mechanism of «tabfe J I'

t tithTo" tT * "
and controlling externa, physical phenomena si ^
secret while others ar/nnkn,.

P"enomena
'
S°me mantras are

'oudly. Generally secret "J, ^ ** recited °Pen,y *nd

^e pupil's ear VSZZFZ* "T^ ""^ int°

However, raost
*
of :^:ia:Tra?Z7''T

S * •""«*
manuals and those who are no ZZ1 T "" '" Tantric

and practice of the T»nt™ -7 - " the esoteric theory

^beris, we Li \s

T

rr;^ar„it k tha

\
they -

appear to be a comoiliatinn J mantras, even those that

meaning for the2 * ° ° T"^^^ have had a

mantras (mantraZTis 2^° """**" the disciP'™ of**«> >s called a mantnn. Both male and

Buddhist Studies Review % 1 0»»» "
Joshi (II)

•.-*,«• ascetics or householders belonging to any social

femal£ '

Ite can ise this discip.ine under the guidance of a

class or caste, can P ^ .

g put Qn correct

qUa
nnltion and flawiess repetition of mantras, their repetmon

ffoZlcin, accompanied by a prescribed ntual.

./ n,™ mav be philosophical - e.g. om sunyatajnana-vajra-

IZIaZZ ham, devotional, e.g. om tare tuttare me
SVa

u i oraL oTa deity who is being adored, e.g. om
SVak

?n kritTvaha or om yamantaka hum; whilst some are

*"f"L eg Mm turn hum phut, om jlum blum svaha,

2S2 Si*! o" Lie Significance, ts ,,^
rZlLhm and first appears in the Divyavadana".

ui W ^ are tnld bv Tantric authors,
Mnthine is impossible, we are ioiu vy

chrougf« e'p ctJof mantras when undertaken according to

he ruts The mantras are like desire-yielding fnu»^totte

great power of the «*.«/«« reflects the immense opum.sm of

the siddhas.

•The power generated by a mantra is so tremendous «

would astonish the whole world; the mantra can confer

even Buddhahood; even an ass can memor.«
,

three

hundred scriptures by muttering the dharav of

Avalokitesvara, not to say of man. So innumerable are

82 Hvt 2, I.vi.22.

83 All these mantras are reproduced from the Sadhanamala. Similar

mantras are found in the Hvt, Sarvadurgatiparisodhana Tantra and other texts.

84 See my Studies in the Buddhistic Culture, p.244.
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^£Z^^rtcr of the— of

-era,^^^X^Z ST *"* '*

Lokanatha are washed away even TV mMtra °f

and by muttering the mZ7a ofTh. ' f***^
become, easi ]y access"

KhasarPa"a Buddhahood

(7V? fo? concluded)

85 /**. PP-285 and 419, notes 66-72 for sources.

THE PROBLEM OF EASTAVEST DIALOGUE

man Stambaugh, lngennaDsm r m "^">
;
-

J°
rw.n's Understanding of Temporality
Dogens

Universityitv oTfiawaii Press, Honolulu 1990. x, 146 pp. £18.00.

» f T vnn Whyte has been quoted as saying that^ future

Prof. Lynn w ny
pioneering work of the

hiStTr11^T^:Z,M as influential in its

late D. T. Suzuiu as a
William of Moerberke s

own way as the introduct.on of W IWa

fourteenth-century ™^JJ?£X Lent of nuclear

Toynbee has "Wf^^fiSThUtorlan. will regard the

reactors or space travel futur ^ single most

encounter between Bud*am^J J Certainl the

important cultural event of the twenties ce

East-West dialogue is rich with positab ' » ™£V°\{ terms

its dangers. There is no guarantee that the^meaning^o

can be made trans-culturally •negotiable and we may

_ c . .uof Pact-West dialogue requires us i" "t"-

accept the fact that East West a 6
thinking,

ourselves to what are, for most of us^new
^ y ^

With the possible exception of a few Lnrisnd y

Eckhart etc., the theocentric or ™^™\bm
?lZl issue

tradition makes East-West dialogue something rf a thorny
^
issue

and these difficulties are quite apparent m Joan Stambaugh

study of Dogen.

Despite what might be assumed from th^f*J°£
*

not a straightforward Dogen commentary bu an attempt to

'explore Dogen's understanding of ^^^'^i
dialogical approach to such Western thinkers as Plato, Artstotle,
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JSe£«S^l^TV CUri°USly enough, the

discovered the „£El Ifi,^ » "^ (187°-1945)

Z* (Being and Time) Sml^u7(H ^f* **" md
what extent this dtalogue cant â

^ne) fascicfe To
open to question for, on the face o V ,,

mean '"gf"' one is

from Dogen's terse dioms than the

"S C°U 'd te furthe'

of Heidegger's SW„ J""h™^^ 1*"*^
philosophy (founded by Nishidal hi! , ,

y°t0 Scho°r of

*« this dialogue is mean,^
*^ « *e «»»P«ia»

own contribution, her extensfv k„otleSX*M her

Birth and death; 5 Dialecfir- I t ' ^'"g^me; 4.

Thinking. Inher Prefacel?irsttes

lmeandeternity; 7

r'o/oTnS'rC^ J?
» »** int° «* dubious

stmi.ar paths thaT e^ 2" T"* " to PUrSUe

PhHosophy and^^CC^^JT &

Sibis^ to ^:!^ ,ike many schoia-
the opening remarks of ^T^™' Do&^ uniqueness, as in
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• »

cyc.rrbi h

pxi^7v^n^^ of the

^ich was Nagar^ '

nnot J:fiX™ ?""•
appears to be prinaarHy in theJLT^SS ™

. thP B0Ssible experience of liberation inherent in it .

.

"££££ orientation was primarHyJogica ,
*« °f

Dogen is experiential and phenomenologtcal (p.l).

u u „ rwen's approach was a 'phenomenologtcal' one in

Wt
!, i of the term is doubtful; his teaching was not

*e
""ST o he problems of Western metaphysics and to

a reS

rhU iaea as an attempt to 'overcome' Nagarjuna m the

"^
th« ih osophers like Heidegger have been trying to

way that phiios p
metaphysics would be

overcome the iegac> u
(
,., reful stu dy of the

•„» n vpn At any rate, a careiui «"-?
mistaken. '

(MMK) iU show tha t Nagarjunas

M^TZ:X^^c*V at all - for was not the

I, 12, ofhis critique to expose the contradictions tnherent

Tn aU eCivly o lined concepts (4mi<samvrtn) when

aoplied o the

y

real (paramartha) - be they Nagarjunas or

o I's? UnlJlCant's 'critique' which was- in

^

to"make way for faith' or a further process outside t s cnUque

- Nagarjuna's critique presupposes the awakening of Pra na « an

Intrinsic part of the process and by t*>£>£%£££&
all logic. Thus Nagarjunas aims wer^ no less cxpc

Dogen's. In embryo at least, the basis for Dogen s ideas m the

fi/f fascicle of the Shobogenzo (viz. the 'momentary exts ence

of dharmas) can be found in MMK II, 1 and Ik 25 and it was

hardly by chance that the MMK had previously inspired beng

Chao's fifth-century essay 'On the Immutability of Phenomena

(Wu pu Men lun) [cf. the Chao lun] which antic.pated many of

Dogen's ideas, particularly the notion of juhoi or things being

rest in their 'dharma positions'. Dogen's 'uniqueness comes up

again in the back-cover blurb, where Prof. Abe refers to

"Dogen's unique notion that 'impermanence is Buddha-nature .

But again, this intuition had already been articulated in Seng
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hermeneutics of the Buddhi« Z.v
fa ' thfuI t0 *

debt to his predecesSor^ I ^ r^fT^ S***'.dioms were very idiosyncraticIrtJ^^^
key-terms, attempting to elucidate ,h!;!

e folIow,n
i

them off Western concept " '" meam"g ^ bo™4

IZiL
PreSencinS ; *Wn - total exertion; gy5Hcontinuous practice; juhoi - dwelline in . aZ

'

situation- krioe i™. j- ,

uwcl"nS •" a dharnia

nikl ril
8 ' TPtdmS

'
ky~ory^ - taking piace .

niKon - right now, absolute now.
V '

Trying to articulate the meaning of Dfi^„'« ,»,
other context huf hie ™, ,

cogens terms in anyulllCAl our a is own runs rhp rid- ^^ i
- ;

far more cerebra. than he reaH ll J W^l""'^the author notes (p.4) "the 'region' between
*' bU '

Buddha-nature is one formulaZn fTTX^T™ Md
that can be altern^ivelvT \

C Set of relations

pract.ce-en.igh en
"

e;rtwX
6SS

" 'W™™** or

the relation of he f nit tISf",
e™S

'
W ^ dea,i»g with

absolute, or God' AnTC't 5' TfV .^ WOrid to ^
stake here is a nhii-rnJ ,

P ' funclamental issue at

how to think i£^J^,! n.t
Moi^ one :

Odc-:h>

Buddhist Studies Itovhw », 1 CUM) " Hun-

hOW to think 'id ntit/ how v Z ' r
" S rK

world-liew was <ha '^ k ^ atknow,edg« that Doge*
embedded !n Wes erfl Jnh " T* different to ^«
"D6?en h L7 """Physics, she goes on to say rfctuogen is .undamentally dealing with the «m» u-
discussed bv TilHr-t, ci. 11

•
.

same problem"" Dy lllilcn
. Schelhng and Heideeeer" inot k .i.-

questionable; if Doeen's worM „i„

e,aeSSer tP'% but this is

theological/metanh^.
WaS "0t ***** by Western

dealing wihT P> C°"CeptS
>
he couId hardly have hr-ndealing with the same problems as Tillich etc ^ \iiuui, etc. etc. Any attempt

,. . hrtween Western concepts concerning the

draw parallels between
man) and s

elation
between God and

lBuddha .nature' and the

view of thef^ 1

difficulties. Stambaugh

phenomenal world «^ from Prof. Abe (P.7),

acknowledges as much in a
_ transCendence nor

who astutely
observe

^ ^ ,rdation
, betwee n

immanence is preo ^^ ug fmm the

Ruddha-nature and all beings

Segortes of the Western tradtuon.

„ vevpi'i the problems which pile up, once we

Such --ntents eve,u the P
^ ^^ f

start ustng the^concep of o

/
^.^ ^^

another. Chapters a ana. v ^ ,wice m
ioaded this way and, in fact DoSeP_

s H

( say that the
- * ^rrkt napes of Ch.J. i fils ^ 11U ^

. ,

the tirst eight pages 0.
Heidegger are without

reflections on heraci.iu., * .

didn>t mal« m0re use
ir u^i r\n?> wonders wtiy ^taii^^^s^ ^^

.- n .
f

interest, but one wokqu, y woerully

of mainstream B^f-^^i which did shape the

out of touch wnh the kind ot ma ^ ^

tradition of which Dogen was a pa , ^ ^
remark on p.10 a propos the«•; Pj

, ht

Fukanzazengi fascicle of the ..hobog.nzo to

back upon oneself and let U shine, on on. s on

Stambaugh goes on to say, but o MAS -

discover something like 'subjectivity ,

be.,.^^ -

1 tt i« t + ^ hj«r c it to probe tac a^LU., —
the Husserlian ccg.to i.or is -

1
;
t p

-

d u^ as

conscious and unconscious M.no 01 cht N.-wy

found, for example, in the LaAkavatara 3Ctta
.

K-- « ^
seminal influence of the Lahkavatara butva »^-» ' - " -

(Zen) tradition is too well known to need furthe. om ,tn.nt a

.

it begs a number of questions to •"tt^^^^
uninfluenced by or disinterested in such doctrines.
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progressing
towards eventual death.

. ,- v. the first with seventeenth-century scientific

Stambaugh links the first w ^ Wes[em

conceptions,
the secon w, " -^ x and the tnird with

try
(Shakespeare son„e s ^^ what

£e conception of to»njU ^ .^ ^ „ hne r

reference to something like the 'Mind only' domino /„, >u •

>

of pflrovrrt in the Lanka te-i bo
.° 7,! .

v0r the ,dea

Dogen's Saw -/„•,„,•„ // a ' s we t0 nlsi;e sense of

of L*££^^™«?*™ °n,y mind) "**
<te«M)?

g

Thls

'

is no S esian' fh "^ mind '^^
Buddhism would agree haithfr

SU
.

bjeC ,tv"y
'

k is true
'

f<*

the 'I think' is proble^t c b ,,i

W
'.
ng -^ S"bJeCt ' behind ^'conception of'^J^"^ that time is linear,

(sub-ject) which bearforc H s all'the

Under 'ying gr0U" d '

h«e three f^^^^hing separate from and

'ob-jects' projected by con c oul, R ^"T™' imageS or ^auen.iak
trrevers.ble and so

^ the^
with the subject-objectZ^'^2^ ? >"**"
Lanka text but all rh^ ™™ P'., ^11 rarel> refers to the

indeed he specificill C T\ ? 1* ^ rejeCt the te andnc specifically castigated those who made tnn m^ r

whi^ jd^rrsxs" sources °f traditio-

susta^ritterlpfrsS thT^ "^^ "* ™»
Western paraHels' Scgt^JS^16

f^"8
°i

P-25, Stambaugh notes hreHfc tc— 1"rT^ ^
usualiy figure in our thinking nonTofwhTch

"^ ^^
Dogen's quite different understate oft

Wh 'Ch ^P "* W

1.

2.

3.

Static container-time, ot time 'in which'
Ttme that flows from the future into the past takingeverything along with it

g

The time of an individual life starting with birth and

sequential,
irreversible ana »

the ^
dependent of things or event, «£» Q^ ^ ^

Stambaugh goes on to say ^ ^ $ g ,

a, what ttme or in wha .

g ^ m t b„

rather, »yf« ^^aSng place (passage, kyoryaku) of al

is time itself. Itme is the uuang P f
.

n ^ sense of

thing, U is the way they^ - ™ 1S °
for

..

(p .26).

&tt£2££^ *z
* areuab,y' il is

I Ch. 3 thribaugh gets the closest to Dogen.

As regards Chapter 4 (Birth and death) UJ
******

note that Heidegger on.J*^£J »X terms of

possibility of Pasem \
spe™ °

' „„ event posited in the

•being-towardsKleath' - v.ewmg to****™ £ ^m
future. Stambaugh does not memton this but > s

here because for Dogen, 'condtI^^X^ * the

doesn't actually use this term) «^^t 'life' is but the

unconditioned, right here and now ^o^as^ ^ ^.^
momentary arising of eacn o

alread

dharma-position (.juhoi), meaning that the tempo

the locus of the eternal, expressly because thee ts «» b
J

self to aw.it the 'futurity'

-«^f1jS£re
^ MthLgh

-world' outside the emptmess of **™^ ^
,

Heidegger articulates the relation between Being a
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there is nothing about the 'momentary' existence of the dharmas

in his philosophy, which in other respects remains a

'svabhava-bound' one. As noted above, Chapter 5 (Dialectic)

contains some of the lengthie r detours into Western philosophy

- made, it seems, only to illustrate the significant differences

between the two traditions. Perhaps we have to go back as far

as Heraclitus (before Plato) in the Western tradition to find an

understanding of dialectic which approximates Dogen's.

Chapter 6 (Time and eternity) is interesting for its

discussion of Augustine, Boethius, etc., on the nunc stans or

"standing now', a mediaeval concept which has always struck me

as fruitful territory to look for parallels with Buddhism.. The

discussion of Kegon ideas is relevant but I'm not sure that

Stambaugh always interprets them reliably. Equating Hegel's

'dialectical process'' ^ith the RI in Kegon Buddhism seems a

dubious proposition, for in Buddhism it is usually held to be

synonymous with b>Jh>nglSmyrna (emptiness), which is just not

there in Hegel. Moreover, to define ri ji mu ge (the

interpenetration of piinciplc and activity) as the 'relation

between universal and particular . . . the last view accessible to

ordinary logical thought' (p.I06) is misleading for, in Buddhism,

it is synonymous with insight into the form-void/void-form

identity of 'the PrajMpararmta and held to be far beyond the

reach of 'ordinary logical Thought'. Significantly, Stambaugh

notes that the concept or" ji ji mu ge (unimpeded

imevpeneiration of 'thing-events" w\v\ other '"thing-events') is

without parallel in Western culture. "Towever. minus prior

insight into the form-void identity (rUi. mw g:\ HJimu g* is

in any case unthinkable for, in Kegcn/Kua-yen terms, without a

thorough-going realisation of the voidness of all dharmas

(nisvabhava), our view of 'thing-events' (ji) will inevitably

Buddhist Studies Review 9, 1 (1992) - Hunn

remain impeded. Unfortunately, Stambaugh simply fails to spot

the experiential connection between these terms a

misunderstanding which appears to spring from taking Ri (Chin

Li) in its conventional sense as 'reason', but in Buddhisml it is

synonymous with kulkunglsunyata (emptiness), while MChin-

shih) is synonymous with fa (dharmas pL) - a quite different

business from all the wrangling about 'universals and

'particulars' in the Western tradition.

To my mind, Chapter 7 (Thinking) is the most disappointing

here Stambaugh seems to be pushing the parallels between

Sen and Heidegger too far. At any rate, Buddhist r^rs

will question the wisdom of comparing Dogen s nan-think ng

(pll4) with Heidegger's Andenken or Besinnmg. For a start,

Linking' is hardly the best equivalent for Dogen's hishuyo.

The latter is synonymous with samddhi (o-zammai) and has a

very specific Buddhist context but Stambaugh seems to be

taking up Kim's lead (pJ14) that Dogen held zazen to be a form

of 'thinking'. In context, what Dogen probably meant was that

zazen (samadhi) is neither a negative nor even a neutral sate

(avyakrta = dead-emptiness) but that the wisdom-function is

Taysactive in it However, we must ^^^J***
was a Buddhist who advocated zazen as a focus to actual se

everything hinted at in his Shobogenzo and, minus this essentia

praxis, Dogen's ideas become something else. That

contemporary existentialists are reclaiming the value of

^reflective awareness' is promising, but the kinship between

Heidegger's notion of 'presenting' (Prasenz) and Dogen s

actualisation of the genjo-koan in and throughi zazen, remains a

moot point. Buddhism acknowledges different levels o

pre-reflective awareness and it does not follow that they are all

'enlightened' ones in the Buddhist sense. Dogen s
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4

hishiryo presupposes an intuitive actualisation of inner energies

with an invisible centre which is yet tangible through its effects

and transforming power. It is part of a common vocabulary of

'understanding' among Japanese steeped in Zen and its allied arts

(do). On the empirical level, it is rooted in the Kara (Chin.

t'an-t'ien) and there is nothing arbitrary about it. However, on

p. 116, Stambaugh seems to go out of her way to distance

Dozen's understanding of zazen from anv formal praxis at all

and it is hard to avoid the conclusion that this was done m
order to make Dozen's ideas seem more congruent with

Heidegger's than the facts really warrant, and to do so is as

unfair to Dogen as it is to Heidegger. Generally, this chapter is

so loaded with 'Heidegger' that it is intrusive (given the title of

the book). For all of Heidegger's apparent divergence from

traditional Western metaphysics, his ideas are still

individualistic/subjective in a distinctly Western sense. Watsuji

Tetsuro's 'Ethics' (Rinrigaku, vols 10 and 11 of his Zenshu)

illustrates some significant differences; where Heidegger posits

the individuality of Dasein (the being-in-the-world of an

individual), Watsuji stresses the collectivity of Mitsein, showing

that the Japanese model is only able to posit the existence of

the 'individual' within the context of his relatedness-to-others

(ningen). This is not meant to be a criticism of Heidegger, we
are simpiy pointing out areas where the Japanese model differs

from Heidegger.

A final point : Heidegger once spoke of language as 'the

house of Being' - but it is hard to imagine Dogen doing the

same, despite his recognition of the need to give expression

(dotoku) to the Dharma, and at this point, I think the dialogue

breaks down, or rather, it just ceases to be relevant.

Stambaugh's extensive use of parallels drawn from the Western
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tradition leaves precious little room to appraise Dogen's ideas

against the general background of Mahayana Buddhism and, as

such, this work provides us with a peculiarly foreshortened view

of Dogen's teaching. The facts are that Dogen was not a

'thinker' in the Western sense at all and, in the final estimate,

the only way to assimilate his ideas is to utilise that essential

praxis recommended in his teachings. Inevitably, however, the

kind of dialogue that Stambaugh has in mind will continue to

grow and, so far as it goes, this book is a genuine attempt to

explore dialogue between the two traditions and well worth

reading.

CORRIGENDA & ADDENDA TO BSR 8, 1-2 (1991)

1) THE SALISTAMBA SUTRA translated by John M. Cooper,

pp.21-57

p.27, 1.18: for p.00 read p.53.

p.29, 1.3: for 'independent' read 'dependent'.

p.30, n.13 : for 'e'. read 'ed.\

p.37, 1.12: after 'elements' insert 'are present'.

p.39, 1.2: for 'person born' read 'born one' (Tr. not necessarily

human).

1.3: for 'aging' read 'aged'; after 'death' add 'Or: the

annihilation of the worn-out body is death'.

p.49, 1.13: delete 'small'.

p.51, 1.5: delete 'being who shall we become' and replace by

'being who who shall we become'.

p.53, 1.19: add 'on my p.26' after 'translation'.

p.54, 1.2: for 'section iii' read 'section ii\
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1.4: delete [this. . . (section ii)l

p.56, 1.9: delete 'a' before 'bundles'.

— >

2) THE KASYAPAPARIVARTA (KP) BIBLIOGRAPHY by

Bhikkhu Pasadika, pp.59-70.

Only when the latest issue of BSR was in the press and while I

was writing another paper on KP ('Remarks on Two
Kasyapaparivarta Translations'), I remembered the publication of

two fragments of Central Asian Sanskrit manuscripts of KP by

Vorob'ev-Desjatovskij to which J. W. de Jong refers in 'Sanskrit

Fragments of the Kasyapaparivarta', pp. 251-3, As for

bibliographical particulars, I am much obliged to Prof. O. v.

Hiniiber of Freiburg University who was so kind as to fill the

lacuna in the bibliographical remarks by sending me the

following piece of information wanting at loc. cit^ p.61 (between

Item Nos 15-16):

1957: Vorob'ev-Desjatovskij,

V. S.

'Vnov' najdennye listy rukopisej

Kasyapaparivarty' (Newly Found

Leaves of KP MSS) in Rocznik

Orientalistyczny 21, pp.491-500.

Bh. P.

3) NEWS & NOTES, p. 148

The contact address for the Fundacion Instituto de Estudios

Budistas is now: Olazabal 1584, 3* "C", 1428 Buenos Aires,

Argentina.
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The Udana. Inspired Utterances of the Buddha. Translated by

John D. Ireland. Buddhist Publication Society, Kandy 1990. 160

pp. $8.50.

It is cermmiy time mat we had a new transition of me Udana,

as the oim Hvaikble version is to bs found among the Pal; Text

Society's series originally published m 1935. 'Hie BPS presents

this new mmsl&tiou with an attractive cover, good paper and a

clear modern typeface, quite an achievement in Sri Lanka

considering the troubled times there

The translator has rendered the Pan; prose and verse into

free-flowing Endish as well as broaght out the deep meaning of

these britf sayings. As an example of this, readers should look

at the account of Bahiya (1.10), perhaps comparing it with the

older translation. We are fortunate that the translator of this

book is a Buddhist who has practised for many years.

He provides us with many notes drawn, from Pali
JL

traditional commentaries by way of explaining some matters in

the text which are unclear. These notes are usually based on the

explanations of the Commentaries, though in a few cases he

offers us other possible interpretations, For instance, the Corny

always shows disdain for brahmins who are described as

uttering the sound HUM, said to be a mark of their pride. The

translator accordingly translates huhumka as 'haughty*. The

verse ascribed to the Buddha (1.4) also mentions being 'without

Hum Hum', as though the Hum-repetition were an evil. So it is

interesting to reflect that later Buddhists have valued the

practice of sounding Hum and not seen it as anything to do

with caste or pride.
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In another place (3.9) it seems likely that the Corny is

correct when it glosses muddha-sippam with 'hand-gestures'.

The translator's guess that it might have something to do with

signaling commands in a battle is rather unlikely, given the

importance attached to the Buddha's hand-gestures in early

Buddhist art and their later elaboration in Buddhist practice.

Occasionally the translator offers his own alternatives to

passages which are obscure and which the Corny does little to

illuminate. There is an example of this at 2.4 where some

difficult lines are given meaning :

'Contacts affect one dependent on clinging.

How can contacts affect one without clinging?'

It is not that Awakened Ones have no contact; they have, of

course. But they are not affected by them because there is no

clinging. This makes a great deal of sense and prevents the

depiction of arahants as some sort of inhuman robots living out

their remaining life-spans. Compare though with Nyanavlra's

translation which points out this deadening direction:

Contacts contact dependent on ground - How
should contacts contact a groundless one?'

This is very literal and must make an arahant's life seem

unattractive. Phassanirodha (cessation of contact) surely refers

to the introspective experience of arahants and not to their

whole life.

Arahants, however, are very far from being the kind of

stilted saint cast-all-in-the-same-mould of the popular

imagination (backed up by Buddhist art in Sri Lanka and

Thailand which allows none of them even individual facia!

characteristics, What a contrast to the very individual Lohans

(= rahan - arahan) in China !) In fact, the Udana shows one of

them doing rather non-conformist things (3.6) when he calls the

other monks 'outcastes' (vasala), an action the text ascribes to

7«
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the monk's rebirth 500 times (= many, in Pali) in the brahmin

caste. Elsewhere, in the Jataka, we have Ven. Sariputta hopping

like a rabbit, more vasana (dispositions), a term the Corny finds

to cover these eccentric patterns of conduct. Of course, the

Mahasamghikas suggested subsequent to the Second Council that

vasana might account for behaviour in arahants (or those who

were so known) that would be rather more blamable than the

abuse recorded here. This is an area in which Pali

commentators have been concerned to whitewash arahants and

disguise as far as possible their human failings. But why is it

that saints in the Theravada have to be inhuman to be

worshipped? An interesting question.

This book will be an adornment to my collection of sutta

translations. May it adorn yours too and be frequently consulted.

Phra Khantipdlo (Laurence Mills)

Poems of Early Buddhist Nuns . Translations of the Therigatha

by Mrs C. A. E. Rhys Davids (Psalms of the Sisters [revised] and

K. R. Norman (Elders' Verses II [revised]). Pali Text Society,

Oxford 1989. xiv, 233 pp. £4.95 (paperback).

The Therigatha is one of the earliest extant examples of

religious poetic composition by women and, as such, it caught

the attention of certain women scholars in England around the

turn of the century. Mrs Rhys Davids published her complete

translation of the Therigatha in 1909, while as early as 1893

Mabel Bode had written an article entitled 'Women Leaders of

the Buddhist Reformation' in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society, in which she gave an edition and translation of portions
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of the Manorathapiiranl (the Commentary on the

Ariguttara-Nikaya) dealing with some of the therls whose verses

are included in the TherTgatha.

After the First World War, with the battle for the women's

vote won in England, such demonstrations of feminist fervour

tended to become less frequent, although I. E. Horner wrote

Women under Primitive Buddhism in 1930. Since the Second

World War, however there has been considerable interest in

Women's Studies, and Diana 1\ Paul published her Women in

Buddhism: Images of the Feminine in, the Mahayana
Tradition in 1979 (second edition, 1985). There has also been a

renewed interest in the TherTgatha, at least in translation. This

has led to a difficulty for readers, for Mrs Rhys Davids' Psalms

of the Sisters is now only available bound together with Psalms

of the Brethren, under the title Psalms of the Early Buddhists,

at a cost of £28.00, while the present writer's Elders' Verses II

costs £15.75.

To meet the situation the Pali Text Society has reprinted

both these translations in one volume under the title Poems of

Early Buddhist Nuns, as part of its paperback series, but

without introduction and footnotes in the case of the former,

and without introductions and notes in the case of the latter

The two works, with their very different, even at times

contradictory, translations, may seem strange bed--fellows, but

they prove to be surprisingly complementary, especially since

Rhys Daviess gives lengthy extracts from the Commentary,

which put the poems in perspective, although not necessarily the

correct one.

The editor of this book, Dr Steven Collins, provides a brief

Introduction and a Bibliography for further reading. There is an

Index of Names which occur in the verses and commentarial

stories. Dr Collins has incorporated the corrections to Mrs Rhys
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Davids' translation which have been detailed in various reprints.

and has removed some of her more extravagant phraseolnsv,

although not all - what can 'captive once more to .ear (v.ill on

p.55) mean? while Elders' Verses II has bee?', shorn of some of

its most un-English turns of phrase, passive constructions oo,

which the translator incorporated in <m attempt m hf -\:. those

who knew Pali to understand the wav in which h~. v-?o
i }.

construing ;he sentences. Such features ere not nlceO' t
3,—

i_

3 /
.- '-". ' *. V 1- -. 1.

heiprtO to uk typ?- ox reaaoonip tor wmen oto ivp-rmi.u

edition is intended.

K . P. Norman

Eluc id3 1 ia n of the I n tr i n s ic Meaning_i;o _jaarnfi„theJZammgnlaxy.

o n the V i m a n g JSjLqjlLsjl (Paramaitha-dipaif nam a.

Vimanavatthu-atthakatha\ Translated b<' Peter Masefidd
^

assisted by N. A. Jayawickrama. Pali Text Society, Oxford 1989.

lxi, 561 pp. £27.25.

This book has been a long time appearing.. Dr VSasefieid. started

work on it soon after finishing his translation of the

Petavatthu-atthakatha (published as Peta Stories in 19801 and

the Preface is dated 1980. The Drintins of a book of it? size -

well over 600 nages - was bevond the "Pali Text Society's

financial means at the time, and its publication hau to be

shelved temporarily. It was then decided to make use of

computer in the hope that this would save time and reduc

costs, but this introduced various technical problems which ths

Council of the PTS had not foreseen, each of

o
>

a

VOTCo! I t J L.
h -r

delayed the date of publication. That the volume has finally

appeared is due in no small measure to the author himself who,
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* '
liwnen cne ae>ayc seeniea inionnmajlt;, speeoec tliu.g^ up at tkie

end by producing camera-ready cop) 7 for the indexes and

word-lists. The financial problems in publication were
overcome by a generous bequest from the late Mrs Irene

Quittner, to whose memory the volume is dedicated.

In the preface the translator acknowledges the great help he

received from Professor N. A. Jayawickrama, who read through

the whole typescript of the work and made many suggestions

for its correction and improvement. Where these refer to

matters in the notes acknowledgement is made by inserting his

initials (NAJ), although for the most part it did not prove

possible to indicate where his guidance led to a change of

interpretation in the text itself.

In the long Translator's Introduction (pp.xix-lvii) Dr
Masefield describes the nature of the Vimanavatthu which, like

its companion the Petavatthu, urges upon lay-followers the need

to perform merit and describes the rewards of doing so, while

the Petavatthu describes the punishments meted out to those

who fail to do so. One result of the delay in publication is that

it has become possible to include some reference in the notes to

the Introduction and the translation to works published after

1980, in particular to Dr Masefield's own Divine Revelation in

Pali Buddhism (1985), although nc general updating has beer:

attempted. Those-, for examule. who wi'sh IL>»» know this

reviewer's views on the languages of early Buddhism are

referred (p.266) to an article in Buddhism and Jainism,

published in Cuttack in 1976 and consequently hard to come by,

although a revised version of the article appeared in the rather

more accessible The Languages of the Earliest Buddhist

Tradition, published in Gottingen in 1980.

The Council of the PTS have for many years been,

conscious of the need to produce translations of the
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commentaries upon the canonical texts. Such works are

essential for a full understanding of the way in which the early

Buddhist community understood the canonical texts, but their

style is so difficult that only those scholars who have studied

them in great detail can hope to master the difficult Pali in

which they are written. Everyone will welcome this addition to

the small number of such translations, and it is good to hear

that Dr Masefield is now devoting his attentions to a third

commentary by Dhammapaia, this time the Udana-atthakatha.

We can only hope it will appear rather more quickly than the

volume whose publication is noticed here.

K. R> Norman

Abhidhammatthasangaha and Abhidhammatthavibhavinl-tlka.

Ed Hammalawa Saddhatissa.

xxiv, 241 pp. £17.50.

Pali Text Society, Oxford 1989.

The importance of the Abhidhammatthasangaha, one of the nine

texts called 'Little-finger Manuals (Let-thanf in Burma, was

recognised in the West and an edition of it by T.W. Rhys

Davids appeared in the JPTS for 1884, and a translation by S.Z,

Aung and Mrs Rhys Davids (The Compendium of Philosophy)

was published in 1910. The shortcomings of both these works,

made at a time when Pali studies were still in their infancy,

have long been recognised and, at one time, it was hoped that a

new edition of the text by R. E. Iggleden would replace Rhys

Davids' pioneering effort, but that hope was frustrated by Mr
Iggieden's much-lamented untimely death.

For some years Ven. Dr Hammalawa Saddhatissa had been

preparing an edition of the Abhidhammatthavibhavim-tika, and
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an article which he wrote about the Abhidhammatthasarigaha

and its tlka in Studies in Indian Philosophy (L. D. Series 84,

Ahmedabad 1981) suggested to scholars that publication was

imminent. There were, unfortunately, delays but the edition has

now been published, and to it Dr Saddhatissa has prefixed a new

edition of the Abhidhammatthasahgaha itself. In both texts the

paragraph numbers and headings from the Burmese
Chatthasarigayana editions have been included, to facilitate study

and make cross-reference easier. The pair of editions has been

printed from camera-ready copy prepared on a word-processor.

Such a method of publication has many advantages, since by

obviating proof-reading it saves both time and money, the latter

of which can be reflected in the retail price. Sadly, however,

the system also has its defects. Unless the word-processor has a

very high quality printer there is a chance that the reproduction

may not be as consistently good as might be hoped. So it is

with this volume, and the Council of the PTS has had to insert

an apology for defects on a small number of pages which only

became apparent after printing was completed.

The Abhidhammatthasarigaha covers, in nine chapters, the

whole field of Abhidhamma. It is attributed to Anuruddha, who

lived somewhere between the eighth and twelfth century, when

a Sinhala paraphrase of his work was written by Sariputta, the

Sarigharaja during the reign of Parakramabahu I (1153-86 C.E.).

The tlka was written by Sumarigala, the pupil of Sariputta, and

was probably based upon his teacher's paraphrase. In the

Introduction Dr Saddhatissa discusses these matters and gives

information about the sources he employed for his editions.

Indexes of words explained in the tlka, of gathas in both the

Abhidhammasarigaha and the tika, and of works referred to in

both texts, complete the volume.

K. R. Norman
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Catalogue of the Hugh Nevill Collection of Sinhalese

Manuscripts in the British Library. K. D. Somadasa. Pali Text

Society and the British Library. Vol. I, 1987. xi, 440 pp.

£22.00. Vol. 2, 1989. vii, 316 pp. £24.25.

In 1904 the British Museum purchased the Hugh Nevill

collection of Sinhalese manuscripts. Numbering 2,227 items, the

collection had been built up by Nevill between his starting

service in Ceylon in 1865 and his death in 1897. Lionel Barnett

prepared a handlist in 1908 and a more complete list in 1909. A

study of the Sinhala verse (kavi) works in the collection was

published in three volumes in Colombo 1954-5. Mr K. D.

Somadasa, formerly University Librarian in Sri Lanka, began,

while Curator of Sinhalese Manuscripts, Oriental Collections, of

the British Library, the task of producing a detailed catalogue of

the whole collection, and he has continued with the task after

his retirement.

Volume 1 is the first in a projected series of five. It

describes in an exemplary way over 300 manuscripts of texts

written from mediaeval times to the nineteenth century, in Pali,

Sinhalese or Sanskrit. Most of these mss date from the

seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, although the

earliest was copied in the fifteenth or sixteenth century. The

main categories of religious literature represented in it are

sutrasanna (Sinhala paraphrases of Pali sermons,

banakathavastu (collections of didactic religious stories selected

from classical Sanskrit, texts), Vinaya (disciplinary) and

bhavana (meditation) texts. Each entry includes a description of

the manuscript, the name of the text, extracts from it, references

to printed editions, if any, comments by Mr Somadasa and

quotations from Nevill's own catalogue which, in eight

hand-written volumes, is now with the collection in the British
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Library. There are indexes of titles of texts, authors, and proper

names in the colophons, and there is also a chronological index

of the manuscripts.

While the catalogue was in preparation it became clear that

the task of publishing such a work could only be achieved if

modern methods of production were adopted, and Vols 1 and 2

have been prepared on a word processor. Even so, it became

obvious while in the press that the British Library would have

difficulty in meeting tne cost of production. In view of the fact

that many of. the works described in Vol. 1 included Pali or

were commentaries on Pali texts, and there is sufficient Pali

content in the mss described in Vol. 2 to justify it, the Pali Text

Society decided that it would be quite in keeping with the

purpose for which the Society was founded to make a

contribution towards the cost. The first two volumes of the

catalogue therefore appear under the joint imprint of the PTS
and the British Library.

Volume 2 contains descriptions of 266 mss and completes

the Pali and Sinhala prose section of the Nevill collection

termed 'Non-canonical Buddhist works of devotion, doctrine and

narrative*. The Sinhala verse portion of the narrative section

could not, because of its bulk, be included in this volume and

will appear in Volume 3. The general pattern of the entries

follows that of the first volume. Similarly to Vol. 1, each entry

includes a description of the manuscript, the name of the text(s)

it includes, extracts from it, references to printed editions, if

any, comments by Mr Somadasa, and quotations from Nevill's

own notes. However, as a change from, and an improvement

upon, the first volume, Nevill's notes are given in a smaller size

of print to distinguish them from the rest of the entry. They
are augmented, whenever necessary, by references to the
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standard authories on Pali and Sinhala literature. As with Vol. 1,

there are indexes of titles of texts, authors, and proper names in

the colophons. There is also a chronological index of the mss,

showing that most of them date from the seventeenth,

eighthteenth and nineteenth centuries. The oldest to which a

tentative date can be given [Or.6603(91), not (92) as the index

states] is a copy of the Karma vibhagaya (a Sinhalese text

probably composed in the thirteenth century), which was

probably made in the sixteenth century.

The length and value of the texts contained in these mss

vary greatly. Some of the devotional works are short Pali texts,

with or without a Sinhalese translation or commentary, which

are intended to give subject matter for sermons. Other works

are translations or paraphrases of Pali texts, including the

Jataka-atthakatha, the Dhammapada-atthakatha, the

Milindapanha, and many individual Jataka stories, or

commentaries upon Pali texts, including the Bodhivamsa. Some
are Sinhalese compositions extolling the virtues of listening to

the Dhamma or giving alms to the Sangha. There are some

very old Sinhalese works, including the Amavatura which gives

an account of eighteen damanas (subjugations), the Butsarana

which gives many illustrations of the excellence of taking

refuge in the Buddha, and some from which Pali versions were

subsequently made, e.g. the Dhatuvamsaya from which the Pali

Lajata-dhatu-vamsa seems to have been compiled. One of the

most interesting works contained in this volume is the Detis

Karmaya, an account of thirty-two wrong acts of the Buddha, in

previous existences, as a result of which he suffered penalties

even after becoming a Buddha. Nevill surmised that this was

one of 'the heretical books, probably of the Dharnmarucika sect

of the Vajjiputtaka heresy, which was adopted by the

Abhayagiri fraternity'.
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It is to be hoped that some other sponsor may be found to

help bear the cost of subsequent volumes so that the whole

catalogue of this most important collection of manuscripts may
be published. Mr Sornadasa concludes his Introduction to

Volume 2 with the hope that the next three volumes will

surmount the difficulties which have beset the first two and will

appear at regular intervals - a hope that will be shared by all

those who are eagerly awaiting the conclusion of this great

project.

K. R. Norman

Journal of the Pali Text Society. Volume XIII. Pali Text

Society, Oxford 1989. v, 233 pp. £13.50.

It is good to be able to report that the supply of publishable

material in the field of Pali studies, which enabled the Editor of

the Journal of the Pali Text Society to produce Vol. XII within

a year of the appearance of Vol. XI, has continued, so that Vol.

XIII has appeared within a year of so of the publication of Vol.

XII.

The first article in the volume (pp.1-31) is a catalogue by Dr

William Pruitt of the Pali manuscripts in Burmese script in the

Library of Congress, Washington. In the second paper (pp.33-81)

Mr Ole Holten Pind examines the grammatical references in

some of the commentaries ascribed to Buddhaghosa, and shows

fairly conclusively that early Pali grammatical thinking was

based upon Panini, or on something based on Panini. The

greater part of the volume (pp.101-217) is given over to the text

portion of the edition and translation of the so-called Patna
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Dharmapada, which Dr Margaret Cone successfully submitted to

the University of Cambridge for the Ph.D degree in 1987.

Although this work is not technically speaking in Pali, it is in a

dialect of Middle Indo-Aryan which closely resembles that

language, and it is of the greatest importance for the

understanding of the structure and language of the Pali

Dhammapada and of the way in which individual verses were

made up.

In a fascinating paper (pp.83-100) Dr Gregory Schopen deals

with the mysterious absence of any reference in the Pali Vinaya

to a cult of the stupa which is found in every other Vinaya

known to us. In his survey of Pali Literature the present

writer rather favoured an explanation based upon a belief that

the cult of the stupa concerned laymen, so there was no need

for rules for monks. Other scholars have suggested that the Pali

Vinaya includes no reference to such a cult because it predates

it, and is therefore the oldest in its present form of all the

known Vinayas. Dr Schopen puts forward the intriguing

explanation that certain references in Buddhaghosa and

elsewhere seem to indicate that at one time there

were references to such a cult in the Pali Vinaya, and he

suggests that all such references have at some time been

removed. This causes a difficulty, because we would suppose

that if those references were in the Vinaya at Buddhaghosa's

time, then he would have commented upon them. There are no

such comments in the Samantapasadika as we have it, so that

we should have to assume that all the relevant comments had

been removed from that work also, and moreover so skilfully

that no signs of the removal are detectable. Dr Schopen's paper

will certainly instigate further investigation, as scholars try to

find evidence of excision having taken place in both canon and

commentary. The final article in the volume is a set of Pali
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lexicographical studies (pp.219-27) by the writer of the present

notice.

The volume ends with notices from the Council of the

Society inviting suitable people to apply for the Society's

Research Fellowships in Pali Studies, of which four have been

awarded since the scheme was instituted, and from the Editor

soliciting suitable articles, preferably in camera-ready form, for

publication in further numbers of the Journal

K. R. Norman

The Historical Buddha. H. W. Schumann. Translated by M. O'C
Walshe. Arkana (Penguin Books), London 1989. xi, 274 pp., 17

illustrations. £5.99. (Original: Der historische Buddha, Eugen
Diederichs Verlag GmbH & Co., Munich 1982)

This is a book that should be required reading for anyone
interested m Buddhism as well as for all Buddhists, especially

those who cannot resist the urge to divinise the founder of their

religion, thus indulging in the all too human tendency to evade
personal responsibility for one's fate through devotionalism and
reliance on mere rules and rituals.

As the title makes clear, the purpose of The Historical

Buddha is to give us a faithful, unvarnished picture of the

actual human being who, on the basis of specific personal

experience and thanks to outstanding (but not, in any
metaphysical sense, supernatural) gifts, was able to overcome the

unsatisfactoriness of the human condition and to impart to

others the knowledge and skills necessary for this achievement,

while eschewing, and this is perhaps his truly unique
achievement, all metaphysical and religious dressing up.
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This does not mean that Dr Schumann's view is in any way

a reductionist one. On the contrary, setting the Buddha's life

work in its genuine historical, cultural and geographical context

both illuminates our understanding of it and highlights the

extraordinary human quality of the teaching.

To make its scope and intention clear from the very

beginning (clarity and precision are, indeed, the outstanding

characteristics of this work), the book also carries a subtitle:

'The Times, Life and Teachings of the Founder of Buddhism'.

This is a wide-ranging programme and the contents, though ne-

cessarily concise owing to the limited format, fully live up to it.

In eight carefully articulated main chapters we are given a

thoughtful, well-informed account of the Buddha's youth, quest

and enlightenment (Ch. 1), the beginning of his mission, with

special reference to the dynamic first twenty years (Ch. 2 and

3), the basic aspects of the doctrine, the development and

structure of the Order and its relations to the laity (Ch. 4), the

later years and their crises (with an informative description of

Devadatta's attempt to take over the Order), and rival

philosophies, especially Jainism, as reflected in Buddhist sources

(Ch. 6), and finally (Ch 7), the last journeys, the Master's death

and cremation, and an epilogue (Ch. 8) with a brief outline of

the process of fixation of the Pali Canon through the first three

Councils. Halfway through (Ch. 5: 'Gotama - Psychological

Aspects'), Dr Schumann pauses to consider the Buddha's

character and appearance, the development of his personality,

how he regarded himself, his emotional disposition, his dealings

with lay followers and, as Master, with the members of the

Order.

All this is set within the framework of a lively account of

social and daily life in the towns and countryside of ancient

India, political systems and diplomatic relations in the northern
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states where the Buddha was born and pursued his life work
and, most importantly, the religious context of the ongoing

confrontation between the old Vedic sacrificial cult and the

spiritual and philosophical movements (followers of the

Upanisads, materialists, ascetics, wandering mendicants) that,

from the seventh century B.C.R, developed as a reaction against

the increasingly formalistic Brahmin establishment.

The author brings to this many-sided task a strikingly apt

combination of academic qualifications and practical familiarity

with the Indian world. Having studied Indology, Comparative

Religion and social anthropology at Bonn University (with a

Ph.D thesis on Buddhist philosophy) and taught for some years

at Banaras Hindu University, he joined the Foreign Service of

the Federal Republic of Germany and spent seventeen years in

consular and diplomatic service in Asia, where he was Consul

General in Bombay ac the time of the publication of The
Historical Buddha. He has lectured on Buddhism at Bonn
University and published, among others, Buddkismus - Stifter,

Schulen and Systeme (1976) and Buddhistische Bilderwelt (1986),

an iconographical handbook.

The Historical Buddha is a remarkably well organised

presentation of a complex subject in simple language. Dr
Schumann carries his erudition lightly: all his points are

abundantly supported by precise references, mainly to the Pali

Canon, but this is not allowed to hinder the easy flow of

narrative and comment, enlivened by brief evocative

descriptions (e.g. of an Indian forest, p.50; the coming of the

rains, pp.804; the now abandoned park sites of the famous

monasteries so often mentioned in the discourses: Vejuvana,

Jetavana, Ghositarama, p.177) and helpful accounts, often with

plans and sketches, of important locations, as presently found

(Sarnath, pp.67-70) or archaeologically reconstructed (the city of
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Kapilavatthu, pp.13-18).

On the Buddha himself, Dr Schumann concentrates on th

information contained in the Pali Canon, judiciously avoiding all

later hagiographically inclined material. He thus produces an

entirely credible, well-rounded biography of a real, yet most

exceptional figure in whom the qualities of a mystic, a skilful

manager of affairs and a leader of men were harmoniously

blended to a unique degree. From time to time, like any

biographer endeavouring to put together a coherent narrative on

the basis of patchy material, he has to make certain assumptions

or inferences, but these are never far-fetched or arbitrary. He is

fully aware of the scholarly issues involved on matters such as

textual reliability, dating, etc. (see for instance his 'Note on

Chronology' at the beginning of the book), and outlines them

clearly enough without getting disputatiously involved in them.

This is consistent with his purpose to produce a work of what

the French like to call 'haute vulgarisation', i.e. a solid and

reliable, yet readable account written by a specialist for the

benefit of the intelligently interested reader. In this he succeeds

brilliantly, and he has been extremely well served by his

translator, M. O'C. Walshe, who is himself a Buddhist practioner

and a scholar of no mean stature*

*One small quibble: 'great family' (p.43), a literal translation of

the German 'Grossfamilie' is, of course a slip of the pen and

should be rendered as 'extended family' in English. And I am

puzzled by the meaning of 'town attendants' (p.28) at the end of

a list of trades and crafts but, not having seen the original

German, it is difficult to guess. Perhaps 'town officials'

(Stadtbeamte)? - Ed. In fact, Stadtbuttel.

Amadeo Sole-Leris
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The Art of Happin^s - Teachings of Buddhist Psychology.
Mirko Fryba. Translated by Michael H. Kohn. Shambhala,
Boston and Shaftesbury 1989. xvi, 301 pp. US$15.95. (Original:

Anleitung zum Glucklichsein. Verlag Hermann Bauer KG,
Freiburg im Breisgau 1987)

"When you have a cold, get an aspirin. When you have
a court case, get a lawyer. When you have a feeling

what then?

Many people find emotions or feelings confusing. In
our civilization they are still regarded as something not
entirely decent. For a long time, we tried to control
emotions and feelings and hide them in order to protect
ourselves from the insensitive and hostile actions of
others. Today's psychoboom tries to make a profit on
this fact, and there are many recipes for working with
emotions on the market. To 'have the feeling that . . :

has become a fashionable expression and is unfortunately
also often used by persons in positions of power to give
emotional emphasis to their desires. Someone who says
4

I have the feeling that' (often continuing 'that you . . .')

goes on to express speculative points of view about
others that are perhaps laden with fears, hopes, and even
aspersions. In such a case, what is such a 'feeling' really

composed of?

There are, however, also people who really feel.

They do not 'have' feelings. Rather they experience
through their emotions the qualities of their own state of
mind and can also feel other people's situations. They
experience the constant transformation of the world and
of their own attitudes through their feelings. They value
emotions as indicators of well-being. And yet we human
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beings are equipped with more than just feelings. It is

the purpose of this book, in a dialogue with you, the

reader, to discover, develop, and enjoy the inner factors

leading to well-being and happiness. Thus your personal

experiences and reactions as you read are very much
sought after" (pp.xv-xvi).

This quotation from the 'Introduction' to The Art of
Happiness aptly illustrates the author's qualities: a practical

down-to-earth approach, and a relaxed, wide-open manner. Both,

it is worth recalling, typical of the Buddha's own way of

teaching. This is not accidental for, below this laid-back surface,

there is a bedrock of sound knowledge of the Buddha's teaching,

as expounded in the Abhidhamma (special teaching), the third of

the major divisions of the Tipitaka, the Canon of Buddhist

scriptures.

The basic point of The Art of Happiness is staggering in

its simplicity: we all want to be happy, but tend to go about it

the wrong way. This comes as no surprise to anyone familiar

with the Buddha's teaching, as enunciated originally in the Four

Noble Truths and elaborated in many discourses. The
Abhidhamma, in developing the principles of this teaching,

offers a systematic array of epistemological, ethical and
psychological strategies and techniques that can be used to

achieve the elimination of suffering by pursuing happiness in

the right way.

Wrhat Dr Fryba has done in this excellent book is to suggest

a variety of ways in which these strategies and techniques can

be applied in a modern context. This, of course, is far from
being as simple as it sounds. A Czech-born Swiss
pyschotherapist with vast experience in institutional and private

practice, and many years of study and practice of Buddhism
(including prolonged periods of residence in India and Sri
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Lanka), he is well able to translate the age-old wisdom of the

Abhidhamma into terms and exercises which are easily

accessible and helpful to us today, while preserving the

specificity of the teachings.

All too often, when modern Western psychologists resort to

Eastern traditions, the tendency is to 'explain' them in terms of

Western paradigms. This, of course, facilitates conceptual

understanding, but tends to annul or minimise their real benefits,

which can only be gained by overcoming established Western

mental habits and categories. We need to restructure our

thinking and, most importantly, our experiencing, and this can

only be done by learning to open up to these - to us - new ways

on their own terms, instead of reducing them to our own.

Dr Fryba avoids the reductionist trap. He rightly stresses

the practical nature of the Abhidhamma which, for all its

forbiddingly dry and seemingly pedantic manner of presentation

in the old texts, is very much concerned with living results here

and now, in true Buddhist fashion.

This accounts for the universal character and contemporary

relevance of its analyses and techniques:

"The Abhidhamma is only indirectly concerned with the

contents of thought and with cultural ideas. Its subject

matter has more to do with ways of experiencing and

psychological laws. For that reason, one can no more
call the Abhidhamma Asian or Buddhist than one can

call the relativity theory of physics or psychoanalysis

Jewish, even though their creators were Jewish" (p.24).

Putting into practice the Abhidhamma spirit, Dr Fryba gets

down to brass tacks straightaway. The bulk of the book is

devoted to the introduction and explanation of some thirty

practical exercises which can be used in one's everyday life, on

one's own, in training groups or in the context of meditation
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exercises. Theoretical information is included only to the extent

necessary for the reader to understand the exercises and to be

able to reflect usefully on the results achieved

The Art of Happiness can rightly be described as an

exercise manual, providing methodical instruction on what to do

and how, yet it is very far indeed from the cut-and-dried

approach of a standard textbook. Every page bears the imprint

of Dr Fryba's own living experience in working with people.

The tone is lively, conversational, and the reader is constantly

being directly involved in working out open-ended suggestions

and following up ideas. As the author says right at the

beginning:

"This book is written for intelligent persons, who, though

they may not necessarily possess scientific training,

nevertheless wish to develop their own personal potential

in a practical fashion" (p.xiii).

Being given the means of experiment here and now with

the ancient teachings of Buddhist psychology, readers can see

for themselves their astounding relevance to our most

immediate problems, and are encouraged to nurture and develop

their own capacity for happiness and their independence from

set conditioning. From the Abhidhamma, Dr Fryba selects a

variety of ways and means suitable for all kinds of cases and

situations, including particularly difficult ones. At the same

time, he makes it quite clear that everyone is free to adapt the

proposed strategies to the specifics of their own situation, or to

use them as a springboard for their own carefully considered

initiatives. His avowed purpose is 'to stimulate the creativity of

the reader, arouse unusual thoughts, and promote personal

growth' (p.2.). In all this he succeeds excellently well. The Art

of Happiness is one of the most stimulating books I have read

in a long while, and I am sure it will do a lot of good to a lot
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of people.

A word of appreciation is due to the translator, Michael H.

Kohn. I am familiar with the original German text of the book
and, being myself a professional linguist, I am only too well

aware of the difficulties involved. Mr Kohn has overcome
them brilliantly in producing an English rendering which
combines scrupulous accuracy with an easy, idiomatic flow of

language.

Amadeo Sole-Leris

Jnanagarbha's Commentary on the Distinction between the Two
Truths; An Eighth Century Handbook of Madhyamaka
Philosophy. Malcolm David Eckel. (SUNY Series in Buddhist

Studies), State University of New York Press, Albany 1989. 220

pp. Hbk $34.50, pbk $10.95.

It is only in recent years that one or two Western scholars have
started to examine Svatantrika Madhyamaka thought, so long

the neglected dimension of Madhyamaka studies. Jnanagarbha

wrote very few works, and his Satyadvayavibhariga with its

autocommentary, both translated here, are certainly the most
important. He is clearly a Svatantrika, and he was always
classed as such by Tibetan scholars from the time of the

Svatantrika/Prasangika distinction was first expressed in Tibet,

probably during the eleventh century. Jnanagarbha takes up
several themes familiar from the writings of Bhavaviveka, such

as the distinction between an expressible (saparydya) and
inexpressible ultimate (aparydyaparamdrtha) and Eckel devotes

some space to showing the significance of the logic tradition of

Dharmakirti in Jnanagarbha's orientation and formulation.
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Particularly striking in this text is the importance for

Jnanagarbha of reason (nydya I rigs pa) in determining what is

the ultimate. The ultimate truth in the final sense, he says, 'is

truth that is consistent with a rational [cognition]' (Eckel's transL,

p.71: de ni rigs pa'i rjes su 'gro ba can gyi bden pa nyid\ The

perennial problem of validation of (religious) experience is

solved through subordination in one sense to analytic reason. In

this respect, as elsewhere, we find Svatantrika precedents for

features sometimes associated in particular with the dGe lugs

tradition in Tibet. For Jnanagarbha conventional truth (Eckel's

'relative truth') is 'only what corresponds to appearances' (ji Itar

snang ba
y

di kno na\ 'whatever appears even to cowherders and

women' (p.71). For Candrakirti, of course, and one can presume

Jnanagarbha too, what appears to cowherders and their ilk is

seen as inherently existent (Madhyamakavatarabhasya on 6:28).

Since for Candrakirti inherent existence (svabhdva) does not

exist even conventionally it follows that Jnanagarbha's

conventional truth is for Candrakirti not true at all, and Tsong

kha pa is surely right in seeing the existence or non-existence of

inherent existence conventionally as one of the characteristic

distinguishing marks (for Tsong kha pa the distinguishing mark)

of Svatantrika from Prasarigika Madhyamaka 1

. Eckel,

incidentally, following David Seyfort Ruegg, suggests that this

text by Jnanagarbha may contain the clearest and perhaps the

only Svatantrika response to the criticisms of the Svatantrika

position made by Candrakirti. Candrakirti is not mentioned by

1 For more on Tsong kha pa. Candrakirti and Jnanagarbha concerning

conventional truth, see my 'Tsong-kha-pa on kun rdzob bden pa\ in Michael

Aris and Aung San Suu Kyi, ed., Tibetan Studies in honour of Hugh

Richardson, Warminster 1980, pp.325-34.
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name, and whether it is the Prasarigika master who is being

criticised awaits more detailed examination. The case may well

be inconclusive.

While it is clear that Jfianagarbha is a Svatantrika, it is by

no means clear whether he should be classed as a Sautrantika or

a Yogacara-Svatantrika. He is said to have been the teacher of

Santaraksita, to whom is attributed a Panjika to the

Satyadvayavibhariga from which Eckel includes substantial

selections. As an eighth-century writer, one might expect

Jfianagarbha to be part of the new move towards a

rapprochement between Madhyamaka and Yogacara. The dGe
lugs tradition, on the other hand, sees him as a

Sautrantika-Svatantrika, and Tsong kha pa argues that the

Panjika is in fact not by the great Yogacara-Svatantrika

Santaraksita. Eckel gives coherent reasons for thinking that

Tsong kha pa has not supplied sufficient grounds for denying

conclusively Santaraksita's authorship. More important, Eckel is

keen to stress the problematic nature of attributing to the fluid

doctrinal situation in India distinctions crystallised and clarified

by later Tibetan scholars with the benefit of hindsight and their

own doctrinal concerns. It is not clear whether Jfianagarbha

should be classed as a Sautrantika or an early
Yogacara-Svatantrika because, during the period of evolution of

what later came to be called 'Yogacara-Svatantrika' a fluid

situation, experiments in thought, mean that such clear-cut

categories are not always applicable. Even where clear

emergence of new directions has occurred, not all follow the

new vogue.

Jnanagarbha's Satyadvayavibhariga and commentaries are

short texts which have been almost completely ignored by

modern scholars. And yet they are of central importance in

understanding the interpretation and development of
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Madhyamaka thought. These are fascinating and enjoyable texts

on a crucial theme in Madhyamaka philosophy and soteriology.

Through this work it is to be hoped that they will gain their

rightful place in Madhyamaka studies. These pieces are of

importance not only for understanding eighth-century

Madhyamaka but also the Svatantrika-Madhyamaka critique of

Yogacara, supplementing the well-known work of Bhavaviveka

on the same theme. Eckel offers clear accurate translations and

a valuable edition of the Tibetan texts of the

Satyadvayavibhariga and autocommentary. For good measure

he also includes a reproduction of the Derge text. My only

regret here is that he did not include at least the Derge edition

of the Panjika, since he translates some quite long sections from

the latter, and anyone needing to refer to the Tibetan text of

the Satyadvayavibhariga and Vrtti is also likely to need the

Panjika as well.

There are inevitably going to be some points of criticism in

detail. The Panjika refers to Buddhas and bodhisattvas

remaining 'as long as there is samsara' ('khor ba ji srid bar du

bzhugs pa): 'from the perspective of relative truth they remain

[in samsara] (pp.107-8: kun rdzob kyi bden pa la brten nas ni

bzhugs pa). The material added in brackets by the translator is

unnecessary and misleading. Buddhas and bodhisattvas remain,

but they do not remain in Samsara. As Kamalaslla makes it

clear in his first Bhavanakrama, the Buddhas - and therefore in

the last analysis bodhisattvas - attain an

apratisthitanirvana which entails that thev are in neither

Nirvana nor Samsara. They have a body form, pure land and so

on which results from means such as giving and so forth. Thus

they are not in Nirvana. They are not in Samsara since through

wisdom they have abandoned perversity (viparyasa).

'Perversity', Kamalaslla says, ' is the root of Samsara' (Tucci ed.,
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§ &Y. Samsara in Buddhism is not another name for the world,

but is unenlightenment, the realm of cognitive and moral
obscurations. Buddhas and bodhisattvas remain in caring

relationship to the world, but they do not remain in Samsara for

otherwise they would not be enlightened. The point is minor in

itself, but it is related to an understanding of what is going on
in Mahayana Buddhology and, in particular, to the oft-stated but

generally misunderstood view that in Mahayana Buddhism
bodhisattvas through compassion turn back from enlightenment.

If Samsara is misunderstood as the world, then bodhisattvas

remain in Samsara. If Nirvana is misunderstood as the utterly

transcendent (the supramundane) then bodhisattvas must turn

back from Nirvana to Samsara in order to be compassionate.

Both, however, are misleading and result from a tendency to see

Nirvana and Samsara in (quasi) cosmological terms rather than

as gnosis and ignorance and their concomitant mental states.

How can the Buddha remain in ignorance?3

At one point Eckel offers a retranslation of Donald Lopez
Jr.'s version of a section from ICang skya Rol pa'i rdo rje's

Grub mtha\ which may as a consequence be rather misleading

for those unfamiliar- with dGe lugs thought. ICang skya speaks

of the 'actual ultimate' as object, which is emptiness seen in

2 It is sometimes said that the apratisthitanirvana applies only to the status

of bodhisattvas. Note here, however, that Kamalasila makes it quite clear that

the apratisthitanirvana applies also to Buddhas. In this passage he actually

refers not to bodhisattvas at all, but to the Bhagavat and, according to the

Tibetan version, the Tathagata.

3 For further comments on the misleading but common idea that

bodhisattvas in the Mahayana turn back from enlightenment, see Paul

Williams, Mahayana Buddhism: The doctrinal foundations, London 1989, pp.52-4.
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direct non-dualistic concentrated insight. He also speaks of the

'actual ultimate' as subject, which is the non-conceptual

awareness of a saint in concentration focused on emptiness.

Thus this [non-conceptual awareness] also is the actual ultimate'

(Eckel, p.112). It should be clear, however, that dGe lugs thought

does not maintain that for Madhyamaka there are two ultimate

realities, one of which is consciousness. This is a particularly

sensitive issue in dGe lugs philosophy. Emptiness alone is the

actual ultimate. ICang skya's Tibetan has no world for 'also'

(and of course the Tibetan has no word for 'the'); it simply

reads don dam dngos - [as a result it is an] actual ultimate. He

gopes on to explain, in a section not translated by Eckel, that

consciousness is a conventional truth and not an ultimate truth.

It is clear that consciousness is called an actual ultimate here not

in the sense that it is a real ultimate truth, like emptiness, but

inasmuch as it is being distinguished from another consciousness

which is not the 'actual' ultimate in the context under discussion.

'Thus this [non-conceptual awareness] also is the actual ultimate'

makes it look as though there are two types of real ultimate

truths, or two ways of speaking about the ultimate truth
4

.

Generally the book has few misprints. Something seems to

have gone wrong with the footnote numbering on p.70, where

there are two numbers 8s, the first of which should be 4 and the

second 6. On p.157, I noted some misprints in the Tibetan texts

mthing for mthong and gno for ngo. There are probably others.

Footnote 173, p.149, reads from the Panjika "'it' [in the phrase 'its

Manifestation Body'] is the body of the Tathagata in the form

of the Enjoyment [Body]". The text commented on has 'The

4 For the full context, see Donald S. Lopez, Jr., A Study of Svatantrika,

Ithaca, New York 1987, p.327. Cf. pp.198-9.
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Conqueror (jina) uses it to accomplish all that the world must
accomplish. It is his Manifestation Body . .

,'. Both 'its' refer to
the Manifestation Body and not the Enjoyment Body. My
edition of the Cone text reads

{

di% which must be 'his' here. So
read "'His' [in the phrase 'his manifestation Body'] refers to the
body of the Tathagata in the form of the Enjoyment [Body]".

The recovering of an important text from obscurity must
always be a cause for rejoicing. Malcolm Eckel has produced a

neat, clear translation and edition. The detailed assessment of
this text in the wider context of Indo-Tibetan thought and
perhaps also religious and mystical writing remains to be done.
For the moment we must express gratitude to Eckel for a work
which makes a very welcome contribution to the textual study
of Buddhism,

Paul Williams
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Indian Buddhism was trsnspteraed ?.ttd wjiere it fioiu.-;.«?Kj4 for

centuries. It :u therefore gxtdzly to his credit thai: Dr Puri has
focused on this area and has brought together a weaith of
materia] in a condensed and compact form. It is compact but
comprehensive for, in just over 300 pages, we are given detailed
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data (names, dates, events, politics, art and economics)

concerning the whole area, mainly covering what used to be

called Eastern Turkestan as well as parts of Afghanistan and

Russian Turkestan. The span of this survey stretches over at

least eleven centuries, from .the Greek incursions of the fourth

century B.CE. to the Uighur supremacy of the ninth century CE.

The establishment and development of Indian Buddhism in

Central Asia has interest and importance, not only in its own
right, but also for its influence upon and its transmitting

function for early Chinese Buddhism. By far the main avenue

for the flow of Buddhist elements into China were the various

trade routes crossing the deserts and high passes of Central Asia.

The trade routes, or caravan links to be more precise, took

Chinese produce, particularly silk, across Central Asia, Persia and

the Middle East to the Mediterranean ports of Antioch,

Alexandria and to Byzantium; from thence onward to the rest

of the Roman world. This is the celebrated 'Old Silk Road'

which features in the glossy travel brochures of today, but

which in its heyday was often tenuous, always dangerous,

sometimes lethal. It could be the means of making fortunes for

the successful merchant traveller or it could decimate the

caravan and it frequently caused the deaths of all the travellers.

In the reverse direction, and for a period of four or five

centuries, this same route carried Buddhist monks, teachers and

lay believers through the same dangers and hardships to the

various city states along the several tracks. Otherwise they

went on into China itself where most found a warm welcome

and encouragement to translate their texts, to teach, or just to

recite what they knew for others to convert into a medium
understandable to the Chinese.

Before long the Chinese themselves were wending their

way along these same difficult caravan routes, but their
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destination was India, for them the Holy Land of Buddhism.
They set out, not for trade, but to gain first-hand knowledge of

the Buddha's Teaching from the great Indian teaching centres

such as Nalanda, Taxila and elsewhere. Or else they hunted out

copies of Buddhist texts which they regarded as vital to their

own developing Buddhist community. Some of them made the

arduous and life-threatening journey simply to visit the holy

places of the Buddha's ministry. Perhaps the most famous of

these Chinese pilgrims and one who combined all those
purposes, was Hsuan-tsang, who made a successful return trip in

the middle of the seventh century.

From the point of view of Central Asia itself, Buddhism
was well-established among the various city states which lined

the several routes skirting the Taklamakan desert and around
the Tarim Basin. Here, great centres of Buddhist piety, art and
learning developed at places like Kashgar, Kucha, Khotan and
their environs; so much so that certain Chinese travellers found
it unnecessary to journey further than those centres to find the

texts or the teachers they sought.

One of the most interesting aspects of Central Asian
Buddhism is the fact that the whole area eventually became
multi-cultural. Towards the latter end of its Buddhist history it

acted like a crucible wherein blended to produce, during the

ninth and tenth centuries of our era, strange hybrids of religious

culture and practice.

Dr Puri's work informs us of all these aspects, particularly

in his Chapters III and VI. Chapter IV deals specifically with

literary activities and here he mentions many of the titles of the

Buddhist texts which were in vogue during the Buddhist period

and he also informs us about the finds which have been made
by the great archaeologists of recent times. Chapter VI
describes the enormous range of Buddhist art which has been
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found among the desert ruins of the area. Among these are

notable fresco paintings, bas relief sculpture and the remnants of

architectural structures like ruined stupas and monastery

buildings. And it is here that the diverse influences can be

detected which brought about the striking fusion of styles.

There are Buddhist motifs and portraits in Persian, Indian and

Chinese style; some presenting a blend of more than one style.

Despite an enormous wealth of data of all kinds, for which

the general reader must be grateful to the author, this reviewer

was rather disappointed not to find some presentation or

discussion concerning the actual form of Buddhist practice and

studies characteristic of the several centres. Certainly we are

told that a certain centre was Hinayana or Mahayana, but what

kind of Mahayana for example? And why, for instance, did

certain places gain a reputation for particular types of Buddhist

teaching: the Sarvastivada in Kucha and the Mahayana in

Khotan? We are given the eye-witness reportage of famous

Chinese pilgrims such as Fa-hsien and Hsuan-tsang at various

places but there is no description or elaboration of what actually

took place in the primary monasteries, such as we have for

Nalanda. Nor have we any indication of how the general

populace practised or adhered to Buddhist ideals. Perhaps the

accessible material is so far silent on these matters; even if that

is the case, it would have been helpful to have been told so.

This is especially noticeable in Chapter III 'Buddhism and

Buddhist Savants of Central Asia'. Certainly we are presented

with an impressive roll-call of Buddhist teachers and translators

who originated from Central Asia and who eventually went to

China. But this is not what one was led to expect from the

title. The 'Buddhism ... of Central Asia' seems to be

conspicuous by its absence.

Unfortunately, this otherwise useful and admirable work
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contains numerous typographical blemishes and certain errors of
fact. Firstly, and in addition to such mistakes, this reviewer
thinks that the map opposite p.17 leaves a lot to be desired. It is

little more than a sketch and those unfamiliar with the
geography will find it difficult to distinguish between some of
the rivers and the trade routes, since both are depicted by
unbroken lines. The subject deserves a map with more clarity

of topographical detail.

Two errors of fact need correction. At p.174 the
Mahasarighika school is referred to as belonging to the
Mahayana. It has been known for some years, and established
by such scholars as Bareau, that the Mahasahghikas were one of
the so-cailed eighteen schools of the Hinayana, despite their
highly developed doctrines. Much more serious are the
erroneous component of the important Mahayana practice
formula, the six Paramitas. At p.198, n.61, five of these are listed

biu only two of the fiv.- are corset. The full list of six should
be: dana, slla, k^amL vlrya, dhyana and prajha\ a set of six
wh;ch is attested through the Prajnaparamita sutras and other
Mahayana texts,

The printing lapses are so numerous as to suggest little or
no competent proof-reading. These errors reach such a
frequency that the reader begins to have doubts about the
rendering of names and words that he is unfamilar with,
because of the mis-speiimg of those which he does know. A
few samples now follow to indicate how some of them actually

misinform as well as misrepresent.

p.148, n.182: 'Noernle' for Hocrnle (an error compounded by
the fact that this author is listed in the Bibliography under his

first name, Rudolphj.

p.110: 'SurahganasQtra' for Suramgamasamadhisutra (not
listed at all in the Index).

IUiS
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p.130: 'Yogikarabhumi' for Yogacarabhumi. Also, '.
. .

enough for salutation' - presumably intended for '
. . . enough

for salvation'.

p.175, n.l: '.
. . A von le Cog' for A von le Coq (also at p.179,

nil).

_p.l82: 'Uighur' and 'Uigur' within three lines of text.

p.295: The place-name 'Pjendzikent', while at p.296:

'Pendzhikent' and then 'Pendzikent' . . . which is it? And no

entry at all in the Index.

p.312: The amusing rendering of 'Music Guimet' for the

prestigious French establishment Musee Guimet.

This is but a selection, there are numbers of others which it

would be too tedious to inflict upon the reader. It does add up,

however, to the need for a thorough revision of the text, not

the substance, but the basic accuracy of the wording and spelling.

Notwithstanding its many discrepancies and some
disappointing lack of address to substantive matters, Buddhism

in Central Asia is packed with data about Central Asia and its

important centres and native teachers. As a convenient

handbook for the general reader it must be highly rated.

Eric Cheetham

Ed.: Most literature in this field appears in German and Russian,

followed by French. In English, apart from travelogues, ancient

and modern, surveys of the regional art and archaeology, almost

the only avaiiaible and relevant materials on the subject

comprise Kshanika Saha, Buddhism in Central Asia (Calcutta

1970), B. A. Litvinsky, 'Central Asia', and Lore Sander, 'Buddhist

Literature in Central Asia' (both in Encyclopaedia of

Buddhism V, 1 (Colombo 1979). See also C. S. Upasak, History

of Buddhism in Afghanistan, Sarnath 1990.
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The Method of 7m . Eugen Herrigcl. Routledge/Arkana
London 1988. 102 pp., pbk, £3.95.

Though hardly more than an extended monograph, Eugen
Herrigel's (d. 1955) Zen in the Art of Archery has exerted an
influence quite disproportionate to its size and is now regarded
as something of a classic in its field. Hence, a reprint of this
companion volume, The Method of Zen, compiled posthumously
from unpublished notes and mss will be welcomed by many. As
a German professor who visited Japan and taught philosophy at
the University of Tokyo in the 20's and 30's, the source of
Herrigel's abiding enthusiasm is evident in his work; like his
well-known peer, Karlfried Durckheim, Herrigel possessed a rare
empathy which enabled him to absorb and assimilate the spirit
of Zen, neither indulging his European prejudices nor becoming
a pitiable imitator, but as one who knew the power of vocal
silence - that the truth of Zen cannot enter in where a 'for' or
'against' still operates as resistance against 'what is' - in the
deepest and most intrinsic sense.

Herrigel's opening note is of interest, relating to the
circumstances of his first encounter with a Japanese Zen
Buddhist - in a restaurant on the seventeenth floor of a Tokyo
hotel during an earthquake. While most of the guests present
panicked, Herrigel's Buddhist colleague simply joined his palms
together and withdrew into an unassailable inner centre
resuming the thread of his conversation once the fearful tremors'
and rumblings had ceased. Herrigel describes the compelling
effect this exerted upon him, overcoming his urge to panic or
take flight, inducing calmness. It was this manifestation of 'Zen
cool' that finally clinched Herrigel's decision to find a rbshi and
take the path of Zen.

The German title of this work, Der Zen Weg, means 'the

no
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path of Zen' or 'to be on the way of Zen', hinting that the path

to the goal and the goal itself are intrinsically related. Despite

the English title, The Method of Zen, Herrigel's work makes

clear that any idea of methodically setting out to edit a better

version of ourselves - as if we could stand behind ourselves and

push - would be doomed to failure. No, Zen is a question of

allowing ourselves to be 'worked upon' by attuning ourselves to

a new centre, or rather, according with the one true centre

which is always there beyond the centripetal dictates of the ego

which forever throw us off balance while claiming to be the

only master in the house.

"The more a human being feels himself to be a self, tries

to intensify this self and reach never attainable

perfection, the more drastically he steps out of the centre

of being, which is no longer his own centre, and thus the

further he removes himself from it . .
."

(p.8).

"For the Zen Buddhist everything that exists, apart from

man - animals, plants, stones, earth, air, fire, water - lives

undemandingly from the centre of being, without having

left it or being able to leave it. If man, having strayed

from this centre, is to know security and innocence of

existence as they live it, because ultimately they live

without purpose, there is no alternative for him but a

radical reversal. He must go back along the way whose

thousand fears and tribulations have shown it to be the

way of error, must slough off everything that promised

to bring him to himself, renounce the seductive magic of

a life lived on his own resources, and return home to the

'house of truth' which he wantonly left in order to chase

phantoms when he was scarcely fledged. He must not

'become as a little child', but like forest and rock, like

flower and fruit, like wind and storm" (ibid).

in
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- fateful comments for an epoch wherein man has set himself
against nature and the very elements to such an extent that the
very survival of his habitat is now in question. In Herrigel's
time, this was less evident than it is today but still, in the face
of dire warnings, we rub our hands and say, 'What to do?' -

failing to comprehend that this fate is but a mirror-image of
our own alienation from the greater life within us. The beauty
of Herrigel's little book is that it is nothing more than a series
of obiter dicta relating to the Zen-life; no academic pretensions,
no sectarian plumage, just the personal testimony of one who
moved within the orbit of those who knew what it meant to be
'on the way of Zen', until he found its resonance permeating his
own life, beyond the claims of 'mine' and 'thine

5

, 'self and 'other'.

Herrigei knew how to listen' to his Japanese mentors, not
just with his ears but from the heart (ksin I kokoro), with the
hara and his whole being. Hence, although brief, this little

book probably says more about Zen just because it doesn't try
to say it all. Herrigel's thoughts touch on a variety of topics
(the work is divided under twenty-four sub-headings) - remarks
on classical Zen training, the role of the koan> reflections on
how Zen appears to Western eyes, how the Master sees whether
the pupil has satori, remarks on Japanese acting, man's fall and
fulfilment, etc. - the author always orbiting a central point,
leading us to an appreciation of its presence in our own lives!
sure measure of Herrigel's receptivity towards his teachers!
Since the introduction of Zen transmission lines to our native
shores, much has been made of the ethnic problems encountered
with the task of adapting Zen to Western needs and, while there
is something to such arguments (not that Japanese roshis have
ever suggested that we ought to live like Orientals), Herrigel's
book is singularly free of them because he concentrates upon
the 'one living fact' which is always there, before and after such
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questions have been posed.

"Mysterious, unfathomable, and unutterable as the mystic

experience itself is, the road that leads to it should not

be. It is meant to be accessible to anyone of good will,

if only in stretches, as measured out to him by fate.

Thus there is a practicalness about Zen which inspires

confidence" ('Zen as it appears to western eyes', p.U).

Quite appropriately, Herrigel's reflections on Zen hint or

point, rather than explain - thus compelling us to participate.

However, perhaps a bit more precision and substance could have

been given to the discussion (pp.59-60 of Tozan Ryokai's (ninth

cent.) verses on the 'five ranks' (go-i)\ Only two of the 'five

ranks' are mentioned, almost parenthetically, before Herrigel's

comments are cut short. The Zen tradition has produced a

considerably large body of commentarial literature on the 'five

ranks'
2 - and, once committed to a discussion of this topic which

is really the Zen appropriation of Kegon (Hua-yen) ideas - a

certain amount of follow-through is required to make proper

sense of it. Of course, the problem here was that a whole book

could have been devoted to this theme - the complex

inter-related meaning of the go-i verses. Hence, the net result

of such brief discussion is that Herrigei merely succeeds in

whettins our anDetite without coming up with the goods. This

1 Wu-wei hsien-chueh, by Ts'ao-san Pen-chi (ZZ 16, 2), which incorporates

Tung-shan's Wu-wei sing. Cf. the English transl. of Ts'ao-tung sources in Lu

Kuan Yu, Ch'an and Zen Teaching^ll London 1987, pp.127-80.

2 Alfonso Verdu, Dialectical Aspects in Buddhist Thought, Center for East

Asian Studies, University of Kansas, 1974, which provides a very readable

account of the go-i verses and commentarial sources by Hui-hung and

Yuan-hsien etc.
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book was compiled after the author's death, and it may well
have been his intention to revise his Ms or otherwise add to it,

so why cavil about this shortcoming? Taken as a whole, there
is a fresh and uncluttered directness about Herrigel's work
which reminds us that Zen does not make its call to the
'temporal man' alone or concern itself with the accidents of time
and place, but encourages us to see our temporal activities
grounded in a timeless 'presence'. Those not called to the task
need not undertake it; those who know its value will not resent
paying the price,

Richard Hunn
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